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Make VALENTINE'S DAY $50 Better!

* SAVE $50 for your Sweetie! Offer expires for good 2-14-03. v
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♦ Apartment Features ♦
«Individual lease by the bedroom
« Patios or balconies w/french doors
« Free W/O in every apartment
« Ceiling fans in every bedroom
4 Furnished units available
* Microwaves included

706 Napoleon
Bowling Green, OH

♦ Community Features ♦

r

« Sand volleyball & basketball court
+ State-of -t he-art 24 hour
computer center
4 Game room with pool table
+ 24 hr. Cardiovascular fitness center
+ Resort style pool with hot tub
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Open 7 Days a Week

BGSU
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353-5100
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VALENTINE'S DAY SHOPPING
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LOVK STORIES I.IIM ALIZ
lim and I have been together since we were
14. it will be 9 years Feb 17. On Valentine's
Day 19941 had given lim a card to let him
know I was interested in him and 3 days later
he asked me to be his girlfriend. We went to
the same junior high and high school. After
high school we both chose to pursue our college careers at BGSU.
On my 21 birthday lim had our old junior
high unlocked by a former teacher so he
could take me there and ask me to be his wife
in front of my old locker, the exact place he
asked me to be his girlfriend 7 years before.
He had with him a dozen roses, a ring and
Luden's cough drops
Only a man who loves me with all his heart
could remember where my old locker was
and that at the time he asked me to be his
girlfriend in 8th grade I said "Yes I would"
while sucking on a cherry Luden's coughdrop, due to a very sore throat. Needless to
say, when he proposed to me on my 21st
birthday, I immediately replied "Yes!", as there
was nothing I was more certain of in my life.
I love lim more than I ever thought was
possible. He never ceases to amaze me by the
things he does for me, how much he loves
me, the way he takes care of me, and the way
I know he will love and care for me till death
do us part.
If there was ever proof of there being a
"soul mate" for everyone out there, I know
God blessed me with the only man I was
meant to be with. We will be married for one
year this coming May and 1 see many
anniversaries to come.
-Elizabeth Wilkerson

LOVK STORIES) MATT A USA
"I love Jim more than I ever
thought was possible. He
never ceases to amaze me by
the things he does for me,
how much he loves me, the
way he takes care of me..."
ELIZABETH WILKERSON

JIM AND LIZ

My fiancee, Matt, and I met at Hazel's OffCampus Student Center (which used to be the
basement floor of Moseley Hall and I dearly
miss it) here at good ol' BGSU, back in
October 2001.
Matt claims that he remembers the first
time he saw me there. He says I had my hair
all done up and he remembers thinking how
beautiful I was. I too, remember thinking he
was cute and that he was someone I wanted
to get to know.
A person from the group of people that I
always hung out with there knew Matt, and so
Matt started hanging out with us. 1 remember
Matt saying he didn't know anyone's name, so
he asked to go around the table with names.
He later revealed to me that he did that just
because he wanted to know my name.
For about 7 months (pretty much that
whole school year), I believe that we secretly
liked, and now looking back, I would even say
loved, each other. I lowever, nothing really
started to develop until May 8, my birthday.
Matt took me out to eat and we saw a movie
together. I really wasn't expecting anyone to
celebrate with me because it was exam week.
We have been almost inseparable since
then. We consider that our first date. On May
22, we decided to lie an official couple. Six
months later, on Nov. 22, he proposed to me.
I had been having a lot of medical tests
done, and was very sick. I had just returned
from the hospital from having a CT Scan done
and Matt came over to see me. I was telling
him how terrible the test was and how terrible
1 felt. He said he was very sorry to hear about

A real rose dipped in real gold!
Nothing
outshines
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FINE JEWELERS
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IM *» A very special gift for a very
mSffl^ii
special woman.
nC^Bfe^^ real 12" long-stemmed
Epvr
rose, preserved and
■
dipped in real 24k gold.
w'
Each rose is unique (no two
are alike) and like your love
1
for her, it will last forever.
\
For less than the price of a
1m
dozen roses, you'll give her a
\flk
single rose that she'll
Vflk
remember you by and
V8L
cherish forever.
^^*..

I to go through that day and that lie
loved me more than he has ever loved anyone, anil more than he ever thought possible
and that he would always be there for me.
Then he reached In his pocket and took out
a little black box He got down on one knee,
opened the box, and said, "It would make me
the happiest man alive if you would be my
wife. Will you marry me?" Of course I said yes!
We have begun to plan our wedding, but have
not yet got a date set in stone. I lowever, we
are both very excited and very much looking
forward to snaring the rest of our lives together.
-Ijsa McMillan
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Available Feb. 9 throng* Feb. 11

frosted Heart
Cookies

Hershey Kiss
Caramel Sundae

Toft's Hard Ice
Cream Valentine Strawberry Fudge
Favorites
Sundae
Conversation
Iceberg
Cinnamon Heart
Swirl Shake

Special Valentine's
Ice Cream
Toppings
BGSU
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TOP 10 i: it's WednesdayJappy Hump Day!!! ^-uSLw
romapiic
•
movies

By Angela Gorier
ASSISTANT PULSE EDITOR

ROMEO & IULIET: The classic story
ot true love told through the words of
Shakespeare and through the lips ot
Leonardo DiCaprio "Parting Is such
sweet sorrow" Oh, Leo you have no
idea!

Spring Movies

GONE WITH THE WIND: Vivien Leigh
and Clark Gable in an Old South
drama that continues to stand the
test ot time. A movie tor lovers ol all
ages.
TITANIC: C'mon, like we can even
have a list without this over-the-top
tearjerking romance drama.
GHOST: Tears (low and handholding
had never been so sweet with
Patrick Swayze and our number six
pick tor romantic songs together.
WHEN HARRY MET SALLY: A light
hearted romance tale complete
triends, fake orgasms and an unrequited love.
CITY OF ANGELS: He gave up his
mortality tor one night with the
woman he tell in love with. Guys,
please take note.
SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE: Are you
taking count ot how many romance
flicks Meg Ryan is in?
MOUUN ROUGE: Another Baz
Lurman tilm this time told through
song. A movie that will compel anyone
to want to dance, sing and make love.
ARMAGEDDON: A heart-breaking
love story involving heroes and tears.
That long kiss good-bye will never be
the same again.
THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT: An
incredibly romantic almost first-date
kind of movie that is as heart-warming as it is JMst damn good.
OTHER GOOD ROMANTIC MOVIES:
• Jerry Maguire
• A Walk to Remember
• Autumn in New York
• Pretty Woman
• While You Were Sleeping
• Sweet Home Alabama
• A Walk in the Clouds

Sweet Home Alabama

Red Dragon

February 14

April
April
April
April
April
April

11:00pm

Barbershop
February 16
February 18
February 21

9:30pm
9:30pm
11:00pm

April 13 9:30pm
April 15....9:30pm
April 18 11:00pm

9:30pm
9:30pm
9:30pm

XXX
March 16
March 18
March 21

Rules of Attraction

9:30pm
9:30pm
11:00pm

April 20 9:30pm
April 22....9:30pm
April 25 11:00pm

The Ring
March 23
March 25
March 28

9:30pm
9:30pm
9:30pm
9:30pm
11:00pm
11:00pm

Stealing Harvard

8 Mile
February 23
February 25
February 28

6
Red Dragon
7 Silence of the Lambs
8
Red Dragon
9
Silence of the Lambs
11 Red Dragon
12....Silence of the Lambs

James Bond

9:30pm
9:30pm
11:00pm

Harry Potter
March 30....Harry Potter 2
March 31 ....Harry Potterl
AprH 1
Harry Potter 2
April 4
Harry Potter 1
Harry Potter 2
April 5
Harry Potter 2

9:30pm
9:30pm
9:30pm
7:00pm
9:00pm
7:00pm

April 27....Die Another Day 9:30pm
April 28....Dr. No
9:30pm
April 29....Die Another Day 9:30pm
April 30....Dr. No
9:30pm
May 2 Die Another Day 11:00pm
May 3 Dr. No
11:00pm
*AII movies run on Sunday, Tuesday, and
Friday each week.
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Know what will be on the
lips of every lucky man
this Valentine's Day?
When you buy him a gift from our
Panera Bread bakery he'll show his
appreciation in some very interesting ^T^C)
ways. If you're lucky, he'll satisfy your ^-**'
sweet tooth with something tasty from
Panera Bread, too!
Choose from our heartwarming
selection of bagels, croissants,
muffins, pastries and award-winning
bread including our famous
sourdough loaf! Best in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Baked fresh daily.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

PULSE

Valentine's Day coverage continues
in Friday's issue of The Pulse.
0 Going out for that special dinner?
Learn what wine goes with what dinner, and how it is made
0 Giving chocolate?
Learn how to make it on your own
0 'How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days" is a romantic comedy — See if it
is worth seeing or if it should be dumped.
0 The ancient form of belly dancing is sensual, but can you do it'

Love is...more time to talk!

1000 Anytime
Mobile to Mobile
Hmutw to (ill my of ow 10 mitlion (inter*n iwiionwtoV on cut njtion«l mobrtf lo moWf wtwort.

Or treat him to a Valentine's Day lunch
or dinner. You'll find the best way to
his heart is with a tongue-pleasing
Signature Sandwich, garden-crisp
salad, or fresh soup served in a
sourdough bread bowl.
Top it all off with a coffee-licious
cappuccino or espresso.
Perfect for Valentine's Day or any day.

Plus

Unlimited
Night & Weekend

Airtimt Mmulf s whtn on the Amtrici'* (holer Network

AMERICA'S
CHOICF
>5
*!&&

|99
"" S5Q9

monthly

KC«S
VWilorJ vr agwnrnt

llimited nationwide long distance. No roaming charges coast-to coast.
All when (tiling on In, tmnKii (hoitf'nuwotk
lie Americas Choice netwoot covers ow 250 million people « TO U S Network not available in all
areas Calls placed outside the calling plan area are mimm CDMA hi mode phone *Ji updated
software required Mobile lo Mot* not available throve TO Arnencas Choice Network

His lips and yours will thank us!
DINE-IN, CARRYOUT & CATERING AVAILABLE
\^-'varTion
2 B Mobile
107 S Main SI «Wooslpr
419-354-2400
Free Car charger or case with new 2 year
activation
This ad musl be present at lime ol activation

145 S. Main St in Downtown Bowling Green
(419) 352-7100 www.panerabread.com

Important Consumer Information: Night S weekend houri: Mon-Frl. 9:00pm-5:59am Sat
12im-Su».11:5!^.Siic^ioCuslcmaAg[o«rnenlandCaliirvjPlan S35activa:ionteappes $tri
early terrrwation *e applies. Requires credit approval, CarrabecorifcrWwIliotosefvtepronicaons
Usage rounded lo not lull minute Unused allowances lost. Mobile lo mobe calls depeted by cal j made
duiranigt) and weekend hours Subied to toes 4 other charges Not available in al markets tanraptiic
and other restnclons apply Sec brochure and sales representative lor details ©2uTCVeii;on Wireless

VALKATINrSDAVSPKCIALKDITlOX
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Love BATTLE OF THE SEXES
should He says V-Day scores points She says love isn't just a day
not be
a chore
By David Yoder

■.

Personally I am not a big fan of pre
senis. both receiving and giving. Still.
giving (lowers van do wondeis foi
am Valenline's Day outing
\ol loo main lloweis now.
Kcmcmhcr the 20
point
bonus

-.

Well. I jusi have to ask who is
excited for Valentine's Day?
hope there are at least a lew
people jumping fol joy
Valentines I lav may not
seem like an iiiipniiaiii holiday, bill I will lei you in on a little secret: guys love ii! Here is

ERIKA.L
WIERMAN

- because

why

Giiesl Columnist
In light "l Valentine's Day, I'd like
lo share will! you some insight lhal
I've gained recently.
Last Sunday was my little sister's
21sl birthday and I went to see her
at the nearby university thai she
attends. It was a difficult day for her,
as she had ended a two-year relationship the previous week and was
reeling down.
"I know we had out problems,"
slu' iniii me, "Inn ii IS a relationship
and they IX) require effort... maybe
I gave up too easily."
Aim some consideration, I have
this to sav to my sister and others in
hi'i predicament: love should not be
a (In ire In inn modem wot Id oi
pricey counselors and self-help
hooks, people are quick to believe
that having a fulfilling relationship
means around-the-clock maintenance. \\U\ is this?
I married my husband because
he improves the quality ol my life. I
am far happier with him than I
could ever be without him. Have
we come to a point In our sot let)
whiic we feel that we must be in a
COLUMN, PAGE 8

Most girls love Valentine's
Day. The question ol "what
are
vim
doing
fot
valentine's Day" seems
in make its. «,n Into
every conversation t-^s'
involving
more
than
one
girl,
regardless if they like
the holiday or not The majority ot smiles come across the
rai es ol the gnls who have
answers like "I am going to
dinner with my friend" ot
"My boyfriend is
making me diu-^'i
nei." People aie ''. -s
always happy when
they gel asked to go
out somewhere. It makes
them feel important However, on
Valenline's Day. you might as well
just ami about 2(> romance points to
Mini score guys, ll might seem shallow, inn nearly anything that you do
for a girl on Valentine's I lay will make
you seem -(' limes sweelei Ihau you
really are.
So the liis! siep io a successful
Valentine's Day is lo ask a girl on a
date. This pail is pretty shaighl loi
ward, hill remember, il is Valenline's
Day so your chances oi getting a
"yes" should he pretty good Now
lhal MIII have a date fined up, it is

time for presents.

,ar

69
SMILE...
Someone is
watching you...

it's

Valenline's
Day. One to three
I I o w e l s
' should
do
the nick, never buy the
whole dozen. IIN to stay awa\
from loses ion l lie) arecxpen
sive anil i lit he (io loi die i al
nations, but don't the baby's
breath. You will spend less and
youi dale will slill love them.
Now. where lo lake her?
Make sure it is someplace nice
and cheap. I am not talking
about Wendy's in the Union.
Supei sizing a drink ifir the
gnl is not going lo M tire you
any points; in fact sou
would lose the 20 bonus
points. I as\ Street
i Cafe is the perfect
place lo eal. I heie are
a lew expensive plaics,
Inn il you go anywhere wall less
quality than Easy Street tale then
you will probably he eating on cam
pusal IheSikcl Itivei tiile.
Ill closing, I would like lo c\ptess
die importance ol Valentines Day.
Girls enjoy it so thcycan brag to their
friends il they had a date on the
national day of dating and guys love
il because it is one ol the rare days
lhal you receive bonus points for
every little thing you do foi your date
So grab a girl, buy some carnations,
rake Inn lo Easy Street ( alcandal the
end of the night, tally up youi points
and see how vou score.

By Rema Ina
■.

■.

I have iicvci ipiile undeislood
il. Il doesn't make much sense
Why do people who already have
something great in llieit lives got
then own holiday to celebrate
Ihis extra happiness,' When vou
love
someone,
everyday
should he a holiday. You
don't need one t\;\x out o
the year to express »^
lhal
love. *"-Valcnlinc's I lay, un ^~hicnds. is unite
/"
pointless when vou
come lo think about il.

Valentine's Day has
become more nl an
obligation than anything
else, Guys feel obligated lo
buy (lie roses am
chocolates, I would nevet
want a guy lo led that hi'has
io do something lot inc.
There is a line in die movie
"Pools Hush In" lhal stales
"line is a gilt, mil an nbliga
lion "
It is so sweet when a guy,
completely on his own.
buys
a
personal
am
ihoughllul gill lor his girl on just
a random day. And he tines n
because he wants io. not because
society is Idling him he should.
I le doesn't even have In buy hei a
gill.
Making something or
spending quality lime with your
main squeeze is just as ihoughllul. And just so you know, lloweis
die and lull ol those chocolates

in the heart shaped hoves aren't
good anyway
I didn't want lo sound hittet
ami hung up single people, hiu I
have to dedicate a couple lines |u
tins mostly forgotten group.
Iliese ate the people who
deserve a holiday single people
should gi'l presents lor being
strong and independent
anil lot pulling up with all
the love songs, love movies
and
couples
walking
around smiling everywhere. It's a haul job hill
somebody's got to do

Okay, so back in tins
Valentine's Day busi
Who
is
Saint
Valeniinc? Is he ihat little
guy with lite wings that
throws aiiows at people?
Does anyone know-' i
don't. II Iheie was a holi
lay n.lined aftet me I sine
as hell would want people
to know who I was. Ilut
we'ie America,
We twist ewiv
N « holiday around
until
the
leal
meaning is forgotten.
so bottom line is this: il you
love someone, love him/her all
ycai round. Honesty, loyalty,
thoughllulness ami eating are
mini' important than romant e.
Itemcmbci that everyday is a
holiday when you're in love. II
you forget, ask a single person.
They'll remind you.

^ 9oUA~,,4sru„...

Pure Rpmoncg
*32.95
Your Valentine will love this arrangement of 6 red and 6 while
tulip1, arranged with Bear Grass in a special hriuhl ferl vase
Sitting Pretty
;
129.95
This adorable 9" Chenille Beat is billing in a while basket ol Ircsll
a thai is accented with a whil*' and a red rose, jusi lor your
special Valentine
Picture Perfect
t!9.9S
A live miniaiure rosebush is lucked inio a charming container that
doubles as a picture Irame. (Bf ing in your wallet si/e photo and
we will 'Irame il" in this arrangemenl just lor your Valentine.)
AH Smiles
t
Your Valeniinc will be nil smiles with this fresh spring arrangement
in a smiloy lace heart covered mug We will even attach a heart
shaped balloon il you'd like (add $3 fot balloon).

1&2£

The Flower ^.
basket
&

165 S. Main - Downtown B.G.
419-352-6395

JlCilfs jewefru
DIAMONDS

•

WATCHES

192 SOUTH M«.*STU*T
BOWUNG Guu, OHIO 4J402

• FINE JEWELRY

PHO**:

{419)152 1646

20% off hearts and Ruby Jeweby
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Scent parts make sweet odor
By Jennifer Bracken
riiiunis coiroR
As you spray your fragrance (his
Valentine's Day is il really going lo
make you more appealing lo your
special someone?
Many advertisements stale thai if
you liuy a certain fragrance il will
drive Ihe opposile sex wild however,
Associale Professor of Biological
Sderx es Paul Moore has conducted
various experiments concerning the
senses and how we react to different
scents.
"Most animal- are driven wild by
Ihe opposile sex." Moore said. "But
there has never been any conclusive
scientific evidence that says it is like
that for humans."
Moore said that perfumes do have
an emotional effect on us, but ihey
do not tum us into "mindless zombies" or make us unconlrollable. A

good example ol this is Ihe recent Axe
Ixuly spray commercials where the
female |x>rtrayed in scene goes wild
over a mannequin alter Axe is
sprayed on il
Il has been conclusive, according
lo Moore, that the most potent perfumes are based off of sex
pheromones for plants and animals.
This is why rose and violet odors are
used because of the component that
attracts insects. Pig pheromone is
used in many perfumes, according lo
Moore.
Another component that determines the response to a fragrance is
the amount of concentration it contains Those with a low concentration
tend to be more sensational than one
with that is high. For inslance, a fragrance with a low concentration of
pig pheromone smells good, bul with
a high amount of pig pheromone it

could smell like a sweaty sock,
according to Moore.
Most importantly, il depends on
what a person likes when it comes to
purchasing a fragrance.
"It's surprising how some people
lake to different scents," Moore said.
"Some will love a scent while others
hate it ... that is why there are so
many perfumes out there to choose
from."
A more recent experiment that
Moore has conducted observes how
fast people adapt lo odors. He said
that when you put on perfume you
smell it strongly but eventually
become insensitive to the smell.
The experiment consisted of two
odors, vanilla and cinnamon.
Participants in the experiment were
put in a room with a special air flow
to keep away outside odors.
There were vials that were labeled

A, B, C and I) with a different concentration of an odor in each vial. The
participant then smelled each vial
and gave it a rating between 1 and 10.
bach vial after A was rated comparatively to vial A.
According to Moore the strength of
the smell went down over time
because of a process of adaptation.
General conclusions that were made
show that older people are less sensitive to odors dian younger people,
who are the most sensitive. Smokers
are also less sensitive. Women are
more sensitive than men especially
when they are menstruating.
Younger people adapt more slowly
than others, which means they can
smell odors longer than older people.
So as you shop for the perfect fragrance that will supposedly drive you
wild, remember the components
that make up that scent.

906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 419-353-8381
www.kioufiorai.con)
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commined relationship in order lo
feel successful? Are we wasting our
time with the wrong person l>ecause
we'd rather be miserable and coupled than happily alone? Do we use
this excuse that relationships are difficult situations that require a lot of
work in order lo feel more at ease
with our unwillingness to give up?
I won't argue with the faci thai
deciding lo commit to someone else
requires dial you learn to consider
someone other than yourself. It is
true that, because you are two different people, you must leam the art
of compromise. Nonedieless. an
endless struggle to make things
work is not indicative of a couple
who simply isn't working hard
enough.
For those of you who feel that
your relationship requires too much
effort, listen to the words of the
luckiest girl in the world: when you
find the right person, all of the hard
work ends Your lifestyles compliment each other. You support and
encourage each other. You gain the
best friend that you could ever
imagine. Life seems sweeter, life
looks brighter, and life gets EASIER.

fca

Spec/a/ Holiday Hours: Open Feb. 13 & U until 6:00 p.m.

g<

"I love you" is still best left for flowers to say.

a ^

Remember the special people in your life.
M

VALENTINE'S DAY

(jfc

FRIDAY, FEB.

14

Add a little extra love.
Let us suggest balloons • valentine candy
cards • plush animals, more.
t

Bud Vases

te

uvriigii {8.50

r Valentines Romance Vase
Bouquets and
Love Basket Arrangements
^A

ill/ring dl S25.00

Freshly cut roses accented with greens
and baby breath wrapped in cellophane
with ribbon for that special someone.

Wire flowers anywhere

^Teleflora
Place your orders early
to assure delivery

1
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|IM8 STONES I CTKVK& ANN
I met Steven on a cruise I look with my family for
spring break 2002. We happened to run inlo each other
while watching a sunset, and our small talk quickly
turned into a two-hour conversation. During the trip
our friendship grew and we decided to slay in touch. A
month after returning home I accepted an internship
with Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fid, where Steven
lives In May 2002,1 moved down to Orlando to live
there for eight months.
I Hiring ilia! time we started dating, and in
December, decided to go on the same cruise where we
met It was the SS Norway, an older ship but just as
romantic. On the last night of the cruise we were eating
dinner in Le Bistro, a small alternative resturant on the
ship. We were sitting in a small table next to a picture
window c)ver looking the ocean and a full moon.
During dirmei Steven excused himself, and relumed
only to ask me if he could take a photo I said sure, and
i lie could take a picture of me and
re view out oi the Window 1 le stopped, and said that
lomethmg wasn't right, he put the camera down, and
;ot on one knee, then preceeded to pull the ring out,
:nd he said, "I love you will all my heart, will you do me
he honors of becoming my wife?", with tears in my
lyes, I said yes.
We spent the remainder of the evening, walking the
ship and playing cards in the casino. I think we told
anyone who was willing to listen our story dial night.
As for when the wedding, is, we have yet to deciede
on a date due to many complicating factors. But we
soon hope to lie able to settle on one.
Our future looks bright, Steven is interviewing for a
position with Microsoft, and I am looking for openings
in public relations and marketing. We hope to end up
in Seattle, yet we are willing i< > move where our jobs
take us.
I le is my best friend, my confidant, my smile, my

"He is my best friend, my confidant, my smile, my prince, and I
can't wait to begin the rest of my
life with him."
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Flower colors have
special meanings
FLOWER SHOPS

By Kara Hanneman
RtPORIEH

ANN MARTIN

Thinking about doing something
special for that sweetie in your life
in for that sweetie that you want to
be in your life? Well, how about
sending her or him (some guys
have .i sensitive side too. yon know)
some Dowers,
Be sure to send the appropriate
Dowers or colors. Not every llower
has a meaning as sweel as iis scent
FLOWERS:
Daffodil: unrequited love
Daisy: gentleness, innocence and
loyal love
Gardenia: I love you in secret
Hyacinth: games and sports
Sunflower homage and
devotion
Sweet pea: departure
Tulip: perfect lover
Yellow carnations: disdain and

KL0TZ FLORAL GIFT & GARDEN
CENTER: 906 E Napoleon Road,
419 353-8381
THE FLOWER BASKET: 165 S Main
St.419-353-6395
THE FL0WERH0USE: 4?8 E.
Wooster St. 419-353 1045

rejection
COLORS!
Red: love
White: purity and innocence

Yellow: friendship
l^ach: enthusiasm, desire,
sweetness and joy
Pink: perfect happiness
Red and white: unity
IHirple: passion, faithfulness and
hope

prince, and I can'i wait to begin the rest ol my life with

him.
-Ann Martin

We^Ur^a, &&2+&2003
,.Oe*

f

SATUR^Y

&

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

15 & 16

BRIDAL FASHION SHOWS-2 PM DAILY
Praianiod by Aunt Pat's Bridal

EXHIBITORS THROUGHOUT THE MALL
Ono-stop Planning for Evory Aspect of Your Wadding
REGISTER FOR DOOR PRIZES!
■ rWri Original Q*wn-MM Valu»-c«urt»»y of Aunt Paf» Bridal
Soar* c«linem«a-SSM it*—
Prtzoa from exNMora • (Woodland Town* CettroMarchanta!

ooaian d.
TOVVNH CONTRn

N. Main St., (Rt. 25) Bowflng Oroon
vnnV.wcorJiai

HEARTS & DIAMONDS
Exquisite double hearts in 14 Karat Gold
and sparkling diamonds.
1039 Haskins Rd - corner ol Poe & Haskms
(419)353-6691
Mon, Tues, Wed 10-5:30 • Thurs, Fri 10-6'Sat 10-3
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Jewelry stores benefit from holiday of love TOP 10
romantic
songs
Monica Frost
mpomiR

lewelers across America, Including
inn own Bowling Green, spend ihe
yeai eagerly awaiting Valentines Day
in hopes 11 i;»t this love-inspired hoU* i - is. will increase sales.
Roberta I lens.ml. the ownei <>l II
Howard and Fine Jewelers in Bowling
Green, Esjusl one example ol a jeweler whose business booms in
February due i<> Cupids arrovi
Engagement rings in a variety ol
mis Including solitaire, pi in< ess and
round, arc I Inwards No. 1 seller in

February I lie second lx-si seller is
"anything heart-shaped", from necklaces to lilies and earrings. The third
l«'si seller according to Howard is
"anything $99."
"Von get a lol ol college guys who
want to get something for then gulfriend, and that's what the) can
afford," Howard said.
Jlike Belsito, a senior al Ihe
University, can attest to the price
limit ol nndei $100 thai confines
many pool college students.
"Probablj foi Valentine's Day I
would s|R'iid no more than $100 on

jewelry, just because I spend a loi lor
Christmas and birthdays," Belsito
said.
H. I loward line lewelers is also ihe
new home to a lineol jewelry called
"Hot Diamonds." The line consists ol
sterling silver jewelry inlaid with diamonds. Necklaces, rings and pen
dantS are |USI a few pieces within the
i nllei lion
"This slulT is so gorgeous." I loward
saidofHol Diamonds" "li was ihe
No I jewelry In England last year and
It is real affordable at $50-$100.
Anolhei local |eweli\ sloie leaping

Apply Now For A
Job You'll Love
And Get The Rewords
You'll Love ben More!
UPS is hiring Part-time!
- Weekends off
- Weekly pay checks

the benefits of the month ol Febi uai y
is klevers lewelry in BowUngGreen
Ace nuling InaKlevcis sales BSSCM I-

ate, heart pendants sell well around
valentines Day as well as amethyst,
the birthstone ol February rhe sales
associate also said thai Klevers clientele range in ages from high school
Students lo retirees, but made a pi iini
in say that men usually procrastinate
to the lasl minute when il conies to
theit valentines Day shopping.
"They don't shop a week in
advance," the sales associate said.
While ihe majority of shoppers at
Valentines Day are men shopping for
women, bold Ft. Howard Fine
lewclcrs and Klevers lewelry said
there are some women using the holiday to purchase jewelry such as
bracelets, chains and watches for the
men in their lives.
in hopes of saving money, however, many students in relationships
opt to exchange small presents such
as (.1K in homemade gills in place ol
jewelry.
Kenzie lennings. a senior al the
University, said she might get her
boyfriend of two years a CD or perhaps make a gift.
When asked if lennings was hoping tot anything sparkly and in a jewelry box this Valentine's Day she said,
"Always hoping, hut never expecting."

See Us On Campus
or contact Steve Eich at
detl sje@ups.com
www.upsjobs.com
(419) 891-6820
'earn & learn program guidelines apply

LEARN

Equal opportunity employer

FEB. 18TH 10-2
CAREER SERVICES

3 TRULY. MADLY. DEEPLY
Savage Garden
■I FROM THIS MOMENT
Twain

Sh.u.ia

5. WONDERFUL TONIGHT
Clapton

Eric

6 UNCHAINED MELODY
Righteous Brothers
7 THE FIRST TIME —Surface
8.1 CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE
WITH YOU
Elvis Presley
9. Ill BE — Edwin McCain
10. I'LL MAKE LOVE TO YOU
Boyz II Men

Everything's Coming Up

ON CAMPUS
FEB. 17TH 1-4
UNION

2 I WILL ALWAYS 10VE YOU
Whitney Houston

Men have an average 10% more red
blood cells than women.

Plus students can get up to
$23,000*
FEB. 13TH4-7
UNION

1 EVERYTHING I DO (I DO IT FOR
YOU) - Bryan Adams

§
•fi

§

^

HEARTS
DiBenedetto's
Large Heart-Shaped
Valentine Sub
2 fresh baked choc, chip cookies, and 2 pops
>ur rholcr of any rural and chee*e combo and coiKllniend

only $1 195
Eail-in. pkk-up. or delivery

s

Expires 2/14/03
Gill Ahead for Special Orders

419-352-4663
1432 E. Wooster

%
eS

2S09>?SDW>?SD9)rlSD9>'teD9>'teD9>lJF>
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For love or fame HI
By Andrew Scluri
REPORT!R

"Can true love survive a 50 million
dollar lie?" Thai is the question that
only Ihe Fox network is bold enough
to explore. I am surprised more networks haven't tackled this hard pressing issue. However, there is a much
bigger question that should be
answered first. Can true love actually
occur through reality television?
You would think that with the
influx of so many dating shows
. including "loe Millionaire", "The
Bachelor," "The Bachclorette." "Star
1 l.iii's.'.uid "A Dating Story," that television producers have become the
ultimate matchmakers. Searching
through the latest entertainment
"news," the answer is simply no. This
should not come as a surprise to anyone reading this. After the cameras
slop rolling and the allure of 15 minutes of fame have passed, the matches made in network heaven are
doomed.
ABC's "The Bachelor" is proof that
reality dating shows do not result in
the perfect couple. This past week it
was reported that Aaron Buerge and
llelene Eksterowicz have called off
their relationship. To most of the
general public and myself this meant
absolutely nothing. However, Aaron
was the "bachelor" in the second season of that show and 1 lelens was his
chosen love. Aaron had even proposed to her during the season finale.
J
lt appeared that true love had beaten
the odds for a few mouths at least.
But instead the pair followed the
same path as the other reality television couples. The first season's bachelor Alex Michel has also broken ties
With the women he chose at the end
of the show.
I would like to say that the news
came as a shock and I was heartbroken for the couples. Having never
heard of them until now I can't say
that statement is true. Finding out
that Aaron and Helene will discuss
their relationship problems on an
upcoming ABC special, "The
Bachelor: Aaron and Helen Tell All,"
proved to me how ridiculous the
concept of dating shows are. The
shows are not about building a perlsonal relationship with another
human being, it's about manipulating an audience into believing the
moments are real and fairy tales exist.
These shows use the loneliness of
people and exploit it into ratings.
Participants in reality dating shows

are only expressing one kind of love,
the love of the camera.
The show "Star Dates" on the E!
channel presents dates with people
we already know have a love for the
camera: washed-up celebrities A
recent episode with Gary Coleman
wasn't so much a date but an opportunity for Coleman to ask for work.
Watching this show 1 didn't know
who to pity more-the young women
willing to go on the date or the
washed up celebrity in search of love
or better yet a resunected career.
Unable to decide whom to pity I
decided to pity myself for watching
the show, and when they tnimped
out Screech with two good looking
women 1 decided to cry myself to
sleep.
The appeal of instant fame has to
be in the back of many of the contestants' minds. Participants may be
going on the show because they are
lonely, but mostly because they have
ulterior motives. "A Dating Story"
seems to be the closest thing to a real
date on television. A mutual friend
brings two people together that they
think would be perfect for each other.
Cameras follow along on the date
and get reactions afterwards. This
type of show is almost acceptable but
made me wonder, "why is this on the
Learning Channel?" It just seems
odd to me that two people are willing
to share what's supposed to be a personal experience with millions of
nosy people. The idea of a camera
crew filming the average adult would
instill fear into their heart. I personally would not want to subject a television audience to the many awkward
and uncomfortable moments that
accompany me on a date.
Reading through the application
processes for "The Bachelor" is proof
of the lack of reality In reality dating
programs. Personality questions line
the application. It would be very easy
for producers to bring people with
similar personalities together mixed
with a few incompatible people just
for kicks. With this information producers are willing to program the
relationship however they feel. They
can play against the strengths and
weaknesses of the two people. Even if
the reality couple survive past the
show and generally donl have ulterior motives, the ptessure of keeping
the relationship together has to be
immense. All the public eyes watching and hoping they survive as well as
the public cynics like myself out to

sec them fail miserably. The odds
against true love on reality television
are too strong not to bet against.
Now back to the SO million dollar
lie. Chances are "loe Millionaire" has
already become a millionaire
through his instant fame. If the
woman he chose was looking for a
person with money to fall in love
With, she may not IK- out of luck just
yet. l£t's keep our fingers crossed.

By Angela Gorier
PULSE Assismm

Superior St.
Casa Di Maria Italian Restaurant.
4501 N Summit St
The Real Seafood Co.. 888-4S6-DINE
Cousino's Navy Bistro, 26 Main St.

EDITOR

TOLEDO
Olive Garden. 1919 S Reynolds
Road

BOWLING GREEN
Alberini's. 1201 Youngstown-Warren

Road
I. Alexander's. 4315 Talmadge Road
Wendy's, BGSU Student Union
Outback Steak House. 5200 Monroe
Ave.
Spaghetti Warehouse, 42 S.

PERRYSBURG
Croy's Supper Club, 27096
Oakmead Drive

Find the Perfect Home for 2003 2004.
Join the IVewlove Family Team Today!

NEWIPVE
Rentals

(419)352-5620 • 332 S. Main St. • www.newloverealty.com/nrentals • newlol@dacor.net
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bookstore
@ THE BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Don't forget the special people in your life on Valentine's Day
Check out our large selection of
Valentine's Day cards & gifts
Stuffed bears • Candles
Deitsch's Chocolate • Fresh flowers
Picture Frames • and much more

PEREGRINH

Visit the University Bookstore & The Peregrine Shop
Mon - Thurs
Friday Valentine's Day
Saturday

9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
10 a.m.- 7 p.m.

Sunday

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
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Forensics team second in state
By Miranda Bond
REPORTER

The University Forensics and
Debate Program recenlly won
second place at the Ohio
Forensics Association Novice
State Championships.
I losted by Muskingum College
in New Concord, Ohio.it took
place on the weekend on Ian. 30
and lasted through fcb. 1.
It is designed for novice students who are currently involved
in their first full year of participation in forensics or debate activities. All institutions in Ohio who
have forensics programs are
encouraged to attend, regardless
ol size or status.

"/ love the opportunities to perform and to watch other people
perform from all different colleges. The atmosphere is fun,
exciting, and always interesting.."
LEAH DEMILIO, FRESHMAN

Of the University's 15 members, 11 won individual awards
and their way into a final round.
Also, each participant placed in
at least one of their events in the
final round, which won them
state awards.
As a team the University won
three of 10 forensics categories.
The debate program earned a
team sweepstakes award as well

Grounds for
Thought adds
more seating
By Patricia Rengilo
CUT NEWS EDITOR

Driving past Grounds for
Thought, you would not be able
to tell that inside a new expansion has occurred.
In recent weeks the local coffee shop and bookstore has
added to its facilities. The shop
now has two-times more space
for books, added seating for 60
people, a reserveable meeting
room, study tables, and renovated bathrooms
The space for the expansion
became available be when the
Wood County law Library
moved to the Court I louse in
August. Prior to the move all
that divided the library from
Grounds for Thought were
temorporary walls.
Owner Kelly Wicks is pleased
with the new addition and
hopes it will better serve the
needs of customers.
"At limes, we'd just run out of
room for people." Wicks said.
"This allows for everybody to
have their own space."
Because the store has such a
varied customer base Wicks
believes the new renovations
will he conducive to everyone.
"People who want to study
can sit in the back and people
who want to be more social can
sit towards the front." Wicks
said.
Besides the additonal sealing
the bookstore has added 50.000

used books to its shelves.
"Before we had 50.000 books
and this doubles our stock."
Wicks said.
The new volumes were
reciently purchased from
Paupers Books.
"He has such an enormous
number of books we just took a
small piece." Wicks said.
Some of the new books are
not on the shelves yet because
employees are currently in the
process of getting them back in
shape.
Georgianna Martin, a graduate student who studys regularly at the shop enjoys the
changes.
"With the new renovations
there is so much more room."
Martin said. "It makes it much
easier to find a table."
Martin enjoys the shop
because of its environment and
feels that the addition to the
shop will not change her opinion.
"There are more people now.
but it is still a small town coffee
shop," she said.
In the near future Wicks plans
on moving the Grounds for
Thought Roasting Company
from its current location on
Wooster Street to the expanded
coffee shop.
"I think business has been
strong. We try to keep this place
fresh and interesting." Wicks
said.

as a trillion award.
Students who placed in the
competition are: senior Kristi
Ellis (first in poetry), freshman
Leah D'Emilio (third in
Impromptu speaking), junior
Abby Bollenbacher (third in programed Oral interpretation), and
freshman lason Lych (first in
Impromptu speaking and after
dinner speaking).

"I love the opportunities to
perform and to watch other people perfonn from all different
colleges. The atmosphere is fun,
exciting, and always interesting.
Our team here at BGSU is a great
program to be involved with-the
people are great and we all support each other 110%," said Leah
D'Emilio.
The points that the novice

team earned will be combined
with those earned in an up coming competition, the Ohio
Forensics Association Varsity
State
Championships determine
the state rankings and team
championship awards. The team
is currently ranked fourth from
last year. Tin's was the first time
the team placed in the top four
since the mid 1980's.
forensics is provided through
the Department of Theater. It is
open to all undergraduate students. The activity offers intercollegiate competition in public
TEAM, PAGE 2

BLOODDRIVE

Me OiFranco 8G New
DONATIONS: Students are seen giving blood in the Union Multipurpose room. The American Red
Cross blood drive began yesterday and continues throughout the week. Students and faculty can
donate blood between the hours of 1 lam. and 5 p.m.

SBC seeks
applicants
for next
school year
By Stefame Steele
REPORTER

The
Student
Budget
Committee is curently looking
for applicants for the 2003-2004
school year. The committee
makes decisions regarding
funding for nearly 100 student
organizations.
During the last weekend in
March the Student Budget
Committee will make decisions
on appeals from various student organizations on camDus.
SBC will decide how much
money each organization will
receive in order to keep it operating during the next year.
The SBC is a student-run
organization that has existed for
several years now.
Gordy Hemingcr, Interum
Coordinator
of
Student
Organization Services for the
Office of Campus Involvement
explains that the commitee
consists of both graduate and
undergraduate students
"The undergraduate students
serve two-year-long terms, and
the graduate students serve
one-year-long
terms."
llemingersaid.
"Each year six undergraduates leave the SBC, while sue
members
are
retained,"
I feminger said.
Anyone can apply, however,
before students apply they
should be certain that they will
be attending the University long
enough to fulfill the length of
their term.
The students who apply to be
committee members will be
appointed
by
the
Undergraduate
Student
Government, Graduate Student
Senate, and the Vice President
of Student Affairs, based on recommendations from the Office
of Campus Involvement.
According to the OCI Web
site, The SBC is "in charge of recommending allocations of general funding dollars for registered student organizations''
The Web site for OCI also
includes an application for new
committee members, as well as
information regarding the
application process that student organizations must follow
in order to request and receive
money from the SBC.
Student organizations that
appeal their case before the Slit!
will be notified of the the funding allocations by May 1. The
funds will be available to the
organizations beginning luly I.

Dance master to give workshop
By loe Bugbee
PULSE WRITER

Plwto ProwJed
SMOOTH GROOVES: Titos Sompa. Congolese Drum and Dance
Master, will instruct a workshop tonight in the Whitney Dance Studio.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The tour-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

THURSDA¥
Ml

a

Students interested in updating their dance resume will have
an opportunity when internationally acclaimed Congolese
Drum and Dance Master Titos
Sompa makes an appearance
tonight, from 5 to 8 in the
Whitney Dance Studio. Eppler
North. The workshop is presented by the University Dance
Alliance and the Center for
Innovative and Transformative
Education.
Mr. Sompa, one of the first pro-

fessional dancers and drummers
from the Congo to come to the
United States will be presenting a
dance and drum workshop and
lecture. The drum workshop,
from 5 until 6, will be followed by
a lecture demonstration until
6:30, with the dance workshop
finishing the night up.
Mr. Sompa, who is the Artistic
Director of the Mbongi Dance
Theatre in Ann Arbor. Michigan,
came from the Republic of the
Congo to America in the early 70s
to form the first Congolese dance
company in the U.S., the Tanawa
SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 27"
Low: 13"

&

Dance Company. Shortly after, he
moved to New York to perform on
stage with the likes of lames Earl
tones, Ann Miller, and jazz greats
Leon Thomas and Chico
Freeman.
loining Mr. Sompa tonight will
be fellow Congolese dancers Biza
Sompa and Masscngo Constant,
also members of the Mbongi
Dance Theatre.
Halifu Osumare, assistant professor of school of Human
Movement Sport and Leisure
Studies said she hopes the students who make their way out

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 32*
Low: 17*

FOR Ail THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

understand the origins ol
Congolese drum and dance.
"The funk beat that underlines
many of the songs in hip hop are
very Congolese oriented. In fact,
the beats can be directly connected to American popular music,"
Osumare said.
The drum workshop and lecture are free to the participants,
but the dance workshop is $3 for
UDA members and $7 for nonmembers. For more information
call 372-0225.

SUNDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 29"
Low: 12"

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 30"
Low: 11"
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MyBGSU poses problems
By Scott MM
REPORTER

The inlroduction of My BGSU
into the University's classroom
environment shows how fast
technology is moving.
Professors are able to post
homework assignments, nores
and even carry out discussions
within their classes.
Radhika Gajjala, who has her
PhD in communication with the
focus in new media, covered the
topic on both sides, giving pros
and cons to using online teaching methods to help aid the
teaching the students.
"The effectiveness of the
online materials depends on
how it is used and whether or not
the course requires it," Gajjala
said.

She said that some courses
lose their initial focus of the
material that is being presented
when ihey start using the online
resources, because the class
starts to rely more on the technologies and there is less emphasis on what the real topic of the
class seems to be.
Nolan Hensel, a student at the
University, said that he does not
prefer to use the online materials
and that they are more of a hassle
then anything.
"Sometimes it is not good
because if the Internet is down or
if you don't have access to a computer, then you can't always get
your assignments in on time if
you have a deadline to meet,"
Hensel said.
Remi Bowers, another student,

also had pros and cons with the
system being used in the classes
she has taken.
"Last semester I took two
courses that both used My BGSU
and the only problem for me was
that in my one class we hadacertain number of online discussions we had to fill out, which
made me concentrate more on
how many assignments I had to
do rather than the quality of
them," Bowers said.
Bowers said that it was easier
to have an assignment where you
would do a weekly discussion
board posting.
"I have no problem with the
weekly discussions because then
you actually concentrate on what
you are writing versus how many
postings you have to have,"

Bowers said.
"It also depends on how much
time the professor is willing to
look into the technologies and
how much time they arc willing
to spend on updating and
designing the material on online
for their classes," Gajjala said.
She said if the professor is not
familiar with the system and they
are just trying to incorporate it
into the course then there is no
real use for it and the class is better off not using it.
Victoria Ekstrand, a professor
in journalism, actually hands out
hard copies of the things she
posts online, but also keeps them
there as a reference.
"I want students to come to
class, but if they can't make it lor
some reason or if they lose some

of their papers then it is available
for them to print off-line,"
F.ksrrand said.
Ekstrand does not like to overwhelm her students with too
many e-mails either.
"I use the pull method versus
the push method; rather than
push the information to my students and cluttering their e-mail
boxes I allow them to pull it offline as they need to," Ekstrand
said.
Many students as well as professors have different views when
it comes to using the My BGSU
system, it can be beneficial to
some and to others it proves to
beapain
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Slaves key in suture development: 1855
By Debra Beal
KtPORTEB

On Feb. 10, 1855, Dr. I. Marion
Sims founded Woman's Hospital
in New York City, the first hospital
specifically for the treatment of
women's diseases. Sims was later
called the "father of modern
gynecology," but his reputation
was built on the experimental
surgery he performed on slave
and immigrant women.
Sims began specializing in
female disorders in his Ml. Meigs,
Ala., practice. In 1845, Sims
examined three slaves named
Anarcha, Betsey and Lucy, and
discovered that each slave had
developed a tear in the tissue
between the vagina and the bladder.
The painful condition, called
vesico-vaginal fistula, was

caused by prolonged childbirth,
and characterized by the constant drip of urine into the vagina, according to Deborah
McGregor in "From Midwives to
Medicine: The Birth of American
Gynecology." At the time, the
condition was believed to be
incurable, but Sims worked out a
deal with the slave owners.
"If you will give me Anarcha
and Betsey for experiment, I
agree to perform no experiment
or operation on them to endanger their lives, and will not charge
a cent for keeping them, but you
must pay their taxes and clothe
them. I will keep them at my own
expense," Sims wrote in his autobiography "Story of my Life."
Sims experimented on the
slaves over a four-year-period
before he was able to effectively

suture the tear and cure the condition. On Anarcha alone, Sims
performed over 30 operations
without the use of anesthesia.
When Sims began his experimentation in 1845, anesthesia
had not yet been discovered.
However, by the late 1840s, "both
nitrous oxide and ether were
well-known and widely available," according to William
Rothstein
in
"American
Physicians in the 19th Century:
From Sects to Science." And yet,
Sims continued to operate without sedating his patients.
"The surgery was not painful
enough to justify the trouble and
risk |of anesthesial," Sims wrote
in 1852 in the "American journal
of the Medical Sciences." Sims
found the surgeries difficult
when the patients squirmed with

j] Did LJCLI knew...Termites eat ihrtuqh weed
^r 2 times fester when listening t6 retk miisfc.

resistance and sobbed with pain,
according to McGregor in her
book "Sexual Surgeries."
With southern racial prejudice
at that time, a common belief
was that blacks had a high tolerance for pain. In 1849, Sims operated on white women suffering
from vesico-vagiiial fistula, and
he recorded in his journal that
they could not endure the pain of
the operation without anesthesia.
Sims' cure for fistulas was not
found by perfecting his surgical
technique, but rather in his discovery of a new suture wire. Silk
and catgut were the suture materials used in that time period,
which had a tendency to absorb
bodily fluid and cause inflammation and promote infection.
One day Sims found a fine

brass wire used in making pant
suspenders, and he hired his jeweler to fashion a silver wirr the
same size. With the use of the
new suture material, the patients
were cured, and Sims became
famous for the effective procedure.
Sims went on to become the
chief consulting surgeon in the
women's hospital he founded in
New York, and he later became
the president of the American
Medical Association.
After his death, statues were
displayed in New York and
Alabama with inscriptions that
applauded his accomplishments. They named Sims the
father of gynecology science and
a blessing and benefactor to
women.

G News headlines in 1970 read,
"Booze Barrier Busted."
The campus had been dry since its founding
in 1910. The town was also "dry" in 1910, j£y
but voted to reapeal prohibition in 1933.

THE BG NEWS'
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To be published on a special page
Friday February 14th.
Deadline: February 12th
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Debate
team
heads to
nationals
TEAM. FROM PAGE 1

speaking, oral interpretation
and debate events. The program
annually competes against
institutions of all levels, from
private colleges to large public
universities.
"The important thing for people to start realizing is that
forensics also means speech
and debate, not just dead bodies
and science. The team has
grown in success in the past few
years and we arc making a very
positive name for BGSU," said
member Abby Bollcnbacher.
The team will be back in
action this weekend at the Ohio
Forensics Association State
Championships, which will be
hosted by the Ohio State
University. It will determine
state rankings for forensics and
debate teams of all levels in the
state.
"We are looking to improve
out-ranking into the top three
this year," said Paul Wesley
Alday, the Director of Forensics
and Debate program.
After the state championship
they plan to take break for a
month before competing in
national tournaments at the
end of March or early April.
Alday went on to say, "We
have an exciting and thriving
Forensics and Debate Program
and are always seeking motivated students who wish to develop their communication, critical thinking and performance
abilities."
Any Bowling Green undergraduate student is encouraged
to audition for their Forensics
Grant-in-Aid
Scholarships.
Materials for this may be picked
up in the Department ofTheater
Office on the third floor of South
Hall.

Coca-Cola
uu originally
colored
green.

•Bring a photo
•We'll find the art
•It's Bursarable ■

Anniversarys

Engagements

Community
Service

Paleontologist Paul Sereno has encountered 5ome
of the weirdest creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some of the scariest

1x3

things he's discovered aren't likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say,
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mutual fund management tees will probably outlast us all. That's why Or. Sereno

Valentine's Classified are also available
for $1.10 per line, $3.30 minimum. Call
372-6977 for more information or stop
in to 204 West Hall.

was afraid of getting eaten alive.* hemmed
to a company famous for keeping the costs down. That meant more money for
him and less for the monsters.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-7776
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STATES RAISE TUITION TO BALANCE BUDGETS

CAMPUS

Cash-strapped slates from coast to coast are weighing
hefty tuition increases for public colleges and universities,
prompting experts to wonder aloud if state schools are
pricing themselves out of the market for most students.
With most states unable to cover their expenses, tuition
increases have already been imposed in several states.

get a Life
^^^^^^*

rhc calendar of
ol events is laken from
wMttmtb—m
hltfK//events.bgsu.edu

8 a.m.-11-30 a.m.
"Forging New Relationships"
Symposium
A symposium on Higher Education
Partnering with Indigenous
Populations in the Midwest.
Facilitator is Dr. William Armaline.
the Center lor Innovative and
Transformative Education
Sponsored by Partnerships for
Community Action and the Center
for Innovative and Transformative
Education. For further details, contact Jane Rosser af 419-372-9288
or bye-mail at
jrosser@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Union Room 201

8 a.m. - 5 p.m
Valentine Formal Tickets
Glory Phi God will be selling tickets
for their Valentine semi formal.
Union Lobby
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnessess Information
Table
Union Lobby
10 am -3 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Sale
Chocolate roses will be sold.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Love Unlimited Cabaret Ticket
Sales
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Soul Sweet Jams
Zeta Phi Beta will be selling serenades and cards.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
American Red Cross Bloodmobile
Union Multipurpose Room
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Alpha Omicron Pi Sale
Alpha Omicron Pi will be selling
duffle bags and lollipops to raise
money for Dance Marathon.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -3 p.m,
Valentine's Day Sale
Dance Marathon will be selling
candy roses and a dozen real
roses.
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Partnerships for Community
Action 2003 Grant Launch Fair
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Alpha Chi Omega will be selling
hooded sweatshirts.
Education Building Steps
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Dance Marathon Sale
The Dance Marathon Faculty and
Staff Core Committee will be selling candles and Post-its as a
fundraiser.

CleifUnd-Marshall
College of Law
Open Houses
February 27. 2003
April 10. 200}
6 p.m.
1801 Euclid Ave.

Union Lobby

Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: "Massage
Therapy"
While massage primarily is used to
promote relaxation, treat muscular
conditions and reduce anxiety, it
also can improve sleep disorders,
chronic pain, and other conditions

known to be exacerbated by
stress, and touch also is therapeutic in and of itself! Bring your
questions, your tension, and your
sore muscles as Cindy Fisher of
Purple Crescent Therapeutic
Massage discusses the science
and art of massage therapy.
The Women's Center. 107Hanna
Hall
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Valentine's Day Raffle
Win a free dinner and movie!
Benefiting Dance Marathon!
Union Table
6:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
Ulali Concert
"Free" Concert - In ancient times, a
Tuscarora woman carried the name
"ULALI" for her beautiful voice.
"ULALI" is a songbird (Wood
Thrush) name given to Pura Fe,
Soni and Jennifer. We are a First
Nations women a cappella trio that
sing music in the many styles and
languages of our ancestors in the
western hemisphere. Sponsored by
Partnerships for Community Action
6 The Center for Innovative and
Transformative Education with
generous support. For further information, call Jane Rosser at 419372-9288.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center

7 p.m.
MAC Alumni Night with Cleveland
Cavaliers
Join fellow Falcon alumni as the
Cavaliers battle former MAC players Wally Szczerbiak and Gary Trent
and their Minnesota Timberwolves.
Cost: $31 (lower level) or $13

(upper level) with $2 of every ticket
sold to a BGSU graduate being
contributed to your Alumni
Association and $1 into the
"Alumni Prize Pot* (awarded to the
association that sells the most
tickets). To order your tickets, call
Steve Burger (with the Cavaliers)
at 216-420-2019.
Gund Arena. Cleveland, OH

Prices raise on
gas nationwide
ByHabaiMohamed
CAVALIER OAiir

CJIMLOITESVILLE, Va. Weather patterns and international events have caused the
nation's gas prices to rise for
the first time since lime 2002.
The Lundberg Survey, an
independent market research
company specializing in the
U.S.
petroleum-marketing
industry, released a nationwide
survey Sunday concluding that
gas prices raised an average of
11 cents per gallon nationwide.
American
Petroleum
Institute analysis attributed
this jump in prices to several
major factors, including the
nation's preparation for war
with Iraq and the current economic situation.
University
of Virginia
Economics Professor lason
Taylor however, said he
believes the price hike is not
because of the United States'
economic situation but rather
is a product of the world's oil
suppliers who are anticipating
a war with Iraq. He explained
suppliers are limiting supplies
now in order to sell them during the crisis for a higher value.

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Faculty
Composers' Forum
Music series featuring College of
Musical Arts Faculty. Concert features works composed by Burton
Beerman, Mikel Kuehn, Elainie
I illics. and Distinguished Artist
Professor Marilyn Shrude. Free and
open fo the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m.
Jackson Katz: American Manhood
& Violence
A FREE, fun and interactive presentation with America's premier
male violence prevention educator
and former all-star football player,
Jackson Katz. Come see a uniquely
MALE perspective on things like
rape, relationship violence, and
homophobia.
Union Movie Theatre
9:15 p.m.-10:45 p.m.
"Major in Success" Author
Patrick Combs
TV Star. Band Manager Videogame
Tester. Scriptwriter Corporate
Manager. Best-Selling Author.
Professional Speaker Rags.
Riches. All by 29. Presented by the
Panhellenic Council, with sponsorship from the BGSU Career Center,
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity,
Pepsi-America's Company, the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
BGSU Athletic Department, Order
of Omega, the Interfraternity
Council (IFC), Greek Affairs, and
the Office of Residence LifeSpecial Program Series.
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Monday, Feb. 10:
Susan Brown of Bowling Green
turned her vehicle into a vehicle
owned by Christopher Hess of
Bowling Green. Hess' vehicle was id
the middle of the road
A report of dine and dash was
received from the Union. The suspect was gone upon the officers'
arrival.

Time is running out for Fall 2003...

Campbell Hill Apartments

S-T\A*KTT SPERMS

3 bedrooms gone!
Only 2 bedrooms left!

"All Day, Everyday"

'I GRADUATED FROM THE UNIVERSITY

UolfrB9I

OF VIRGINIA. IT'S HERE THAT I'VE

"

DEVELOPED IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS

" ^°-

WITH STUDENTS, PROFESSORS AND
MEMBERS OF THE LEGAL COMMUNITY,
AND I'VE BEEN PROUD TO SERVE AS A
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE IN THE SBA

nam-1:30am
Mon:
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11 am-3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

2 bedroom
townhouses with
1 1/2 baths,
washer/dryer
hookups, A/C,
garbage disposal,
dishwasher

(STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION) AND AS
THE COMMUNITY SERVICE CHAIRPERSON
CLEVELAND-MARSHALL
COLLEGE OF LAW

OF

BLSA

IIACK CAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

^^

(BLACK LAW STUDENTS

ASSOCIATION). FIND OUT FOR

3RD YEAR LAW STUDENT
STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION

YOURSELF WHY

C-M

IS A GREAT LAW

SCHOOL. COME TO AN OPEN HOUSE.

LEARN ABOUT
IME APPLICATION PROCESS. FINANCIAL AID, AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES.
SIGN UP TO ATTEND AN OPEN HOUSE
BY EMAIL ADMISSI0NS9LAW.CSU0HI0.EDU OR DROP A NOTE TO:

Cleveland State University
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS • CLEVELAND-MARSHALL COLLEGE OF LAW
2121 EUCLID AVENUE LB 138 • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115-2214

Edgar D Hauenstein of West
Unity, Ohio, was cited for improper
backing after he struck a vehicle
driven by Justin Lowry of Canton,
Ohio.
Complainant reported that a
female acquaintance threw his
camera against a wall causing it to
break in Bromfield.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Find out
how great
we are.

TirFANr ANDERSON

The market tends to move
in advance of a crisis," Taylor
said.
The uncertainty of war is not
the only reason for the current
price increase. Continuing oil
strikes in Venezuela and cold
weather also are major contributors.
According to the institute,
Venezuela was the nation's
third largest supplier of oil in
October 2002. A current
month-long oil strike has
decreased Venezuelan crude oil
supplies, which has added to
the rising price of crude oil.
Prices jumped from $28 a
barrel in Ian. to over $35 a barrel this month. Ultimately the
increase in crude oil has lead to
an increase in gas prices at
United States pumps, in-home
heating oil and natural gas.
The institute's analysis and
statistics conclude the nation's
inventory of distillates, which
includes heating oil and diesel
fuel, is down 18 percent from
this time last year.
Unusually cold weather patterns across the nation also
have lead to increased demand
for oil.

,
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cash

- checks

Starting at $800/month + utilities

...get them while they last!

1 Large
. 1 Item

Hour»:
JTW
Mon.-Frt. 9 tm-5 pm
J^""^
S»t.9«m-1pm
GREENBRIAR, INC.
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445 E. Woo«t«r
Bowling Green, OH
43402

352-0717 www.wcrMrt.org/-gbrantil
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LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
^H^*'

Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Woosirr

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm

• "Tenant Friendly" Management

apis. 9 and 12 month leases.

• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
■ central air & heat

Furnished Available.

• convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1442 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

Center and all campus facilities.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
WALK ON OVER"

352-0164
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OPINION

"[II felt a profound sense of sadness at what
happened. It's horrible. A golf tournament,
even a fun one, it didn't matter. It took the
fun out of it for me."
CNN lead anchor AARON BROWN, on slaying al a California golf tournament
instead of working when the space shuttle Columbia disintegrated, (mramkami

Make a difference and join SBC
several years and is student run.
The SBC is made up of graduate
and undergraduate students.
Students who apply to be on
the committee will be appointed
by the Undergraduate Student
Government, Graduate Student
Senate and the Vice President of
Student Affairs, based on recommendations from the Office of
Campus Involvement.
This is an importantposition
to have. Instead of complaining
about how the University spends

There are nearly 100 organizations on campus
here at Bowling Green
State University These organizations need funding to stay alive.
Which organization gets how
much or how little? Do you want
to be someone who decides?
Well, then join the Student
Budget Committee.
This is your chance to actually
have a say in how the
University's money is spent. This
committee has been around for

its money, you could actually do
something about it. So if you
don't like the way funding is
divided up among organizations,
this is your chance to have your
say and make a difference.
Undergraduate students serve
on the committee for two years,
and the graduate students serve
one year. It is important to make
sure you will be here for the next
year or two if you decide to
apply.
SBC is not the only way to

have a voice on this campus. If
you want a say on how policies
are changed al the University
join USG. They have made many
changes on this campus and arc
influential.
If you're more interested in the
entertainment and guest speakers brought to this campus, join
University Activities
Organization. They brought
Ludacris, D.L Hughley and
Chuck D. to the University this
year. They also sponsor the

movies shown at the Union. If
you didn't like the entertainment
this year, join UAO and do something about it.
There are other ways to make
a difference at this campus. If
you live in a residence hall, you
can join your hall's council and
vole on things that will affect
your place of residence. Hall
councils get to decide how their
hall's money is spent and they
vote on important issues.
Bottom line: instead of com-

plaining about the way things
are done at this University, join
an influential organization and
do something about it.
A position on the Student
Budget Committee is something
you may want to look into.
If that doesn't interest you, but
you still want to make a change
join USG, UAO or another influential organization. Our voice is
limited on this campus but there
are still ways that students can
make a difference.

Recruit more Hispanics to U. PEOPLE Infidelity should be
ON THE STREET
a criminal offense
Vice President of the latino
Student Union, Junior Luis
Cabrera, feels that such low
numbers are a hindrance to the
present Hispanic community. "It
Ithe small I lispanic populationl
limits us a lot. There's a lot of
things we would like to do, but
because we have such a limited
population, we just won't do a
program or can't because we
don't have the interest or help."
Cabrera also feels that "recruitment needs to increase. Less and
less Latino students are going to
college which means (that) we
have to increase our recruitment."
Clarence Terry, Director of
Minority Recruitment, explained
that recruitment efforts have
increased in the past few years,
but a few factors other than
recruitment are keeping
I lispanic students out of colleges.
Minority recruitment reaches
out to the central city schools of
Ohio, including the cities of
Lorain and Cleveland.
Recruitment is also extended to
Detroit, New York City, Atlanta
and the states of Texas,
Pennsylvania and the District of
Columbia. The cities of lorain
and New York City, as well as the
state of Texas are specially targeted for Hispanic recruitment.
Terry said, "The problem is
that the cost of education keeps
rising. Students who want to go
away |to school] can't." Terry
explained that this has led to the
doubling Hispanic population at
community colleges. Although
financial aid is available, Terry
said that many people are not
aware of it.
Bellanira Vega, an Admissions
Counselor who works largely
with Hispanic students, emphasized the fact that "There are so
many factors [that affect
Hispanic enrollmentl and when
you try to put in numbers without the factors it affects the big
picture." For example, Vega said
that many students do not want
to leave home for school, and
she said that many Hispanic students would be the first generation if they go to college, which
puts added pressure on students.
Ethnic Studies instructor

ASHLEY
FORD

Guesl Columnist
The U.S. Census Bureau
recently reported that Hispanics
have surpassed AfricanAmericans as the largest minority in the United States. Those figures do not seem to reflect the
Hispanic population at the
University, namely those of
Mexican and Puerto Rican
descent, which raises questions
about the school's value of diversify.
However, consideration of
other matters reveals that the
enrollment of Hispanics at the
University is comparable to the
actual number of Hispanics that
attend college.
On Ian. 21, in the first detailed
reports of the 2000 Census, the
Census Bureau estimated that as
of July 2,2001, the Hispanic population increased 4.7 percent, up
to about 37 million. The African
American population is estimated to be 36.2 million, with a 1.5
percent increase from 2000.
From these figures, it may be
inferred that the Hispanic population would be larger in
America's colleges and universities; yet according to Census statistics released in June of 2001,
Hispanics accounted for just
nine percent of the total population of college students 15 years
old and over. African Americans
made up 14 percent of (he college population.
At the U., the number of
Hispanic students has been
increasing over the past five
years at a very slow pace despite
the overall population increase.
According to the University's
online Fact Book, as of Fall 2002,
Hispanics accounted for 2.4 percent of the total enrollment on
the Main and Firelands campuses of both undergraduate and
graduate students, with a total of
485 students. In the fall of 1998,
1.9 percent of the population
was Hispanic, demonstrating
only a .5 percent increase over
the past five years. The African
American community grew 1.2
percent from 1998 to 2002. from
768to 1,005 students.

Manuel Vadillo has found that
college attendance has been
"more of a privilege with Latinos,
not a right." The same thing can
be said for many members of the
African American community.
Sophomore LaTwila Ainsworth
said, "I was actually one of only a
few children in my generation
that was expected, and that actually went to college."
Vadillo does not expect "drastic changes overnight" in
I lispanic enrollment due to the
Census findings. He said, "The
number of Latinos will grow
tremendously when the sociocconomic conditions of Latinos
increases in this country — then
parents will start thinking about
college.'' Speaking of Hispanic
students, Vadillo said,
"Institutions of higher learning
have an obligation to make colleges accessible to the applicants
with the qualifications needed to
enter college."
More recniitment than that
done by University officials is
needed in order to help increase
the Hispanic population al this
school. Terry said that word of
mouth could also play a part in
getting the names of universities
to the Hispanic population.
"Students are our best sellers for
the University," Terry said.
He looks to Hispanic and
African American students to
help raise enrollment rales as
well. "We do and always will
need more African American
and Hispanic lour guides
because families look for someone who looks like them." The
first glimpse al a college may be
the determining factor, and if
students don't see someone with
whom they can relate, (hey
might decide lo attend another
school."
Terry stresses that all students,
but minority students in particular, can also lake applications
back to iheir old high schools
and spread the word about
Bowling Green Slate University.
Sororities, fraternities and other
campus organizations can also
help with recruitment.

What is the funniest
thing that has happened
to you at BG?

BRYNN PULANO
GRADUATE STUDENT
MA&CSP

"One if my resident's
friends was running
around the hall naked,
and he picked me up and
carried me to my room."

VALENCIA WHEELER
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"When I fell down the
stairs at Moseley."

TASHA BAILEY
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"I ripped my pants at a
fraternity party."

WHERE DO YOU STAND?

KEVIN BEMILLER
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

E-mail your letters/columns to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
See Submission Policy for guidelines.

"My experience with the
BIG charge... How 'bout
that BIG charge."

much emphasis on marriage,
then why don't they care when
someone knowingly goes out
■ of there way to break that comOpinion Columnist mitment and defile any type of
promise they ever had with
their spouse? The law allows
Have you ever dreamed of
you to get a divorce and the
the perfect mate? Since we
judge might yell at him or her
aren't all bom and raised the
for a little while, but what consame way. we all probably
solation is that?
want something a little differSince the U.S. government is
ent. I might want someone
"busy" with more "important"
who is gentle and calm, while
issues like Iraq and North
you may want someone who is
Korea, it's likely that there won't
ioud and outgoing. I want
be any enforcement of a
someone who is short and lean
potential law to forbid this kind
while you want someone who
of behavior. Thus, we have to
is toned and agile. We are all
do things on our own to make
entitled to our preferences, and
sure this Feb. 14 wont stick in
it's the differences in people
our diaries as nostalgia from
that make us happy.
Hell. For example, we have to
But even with my little
stop romanticizing this behavknowledge of love and
ior. I've heard men and women
romance, there is one thing
alike say that "kissing" somethat I'm sure that will spoil
one isn't being unfaithful. They
even the kinkiest of couples
constantly plea that there are
this Valentine's Day. No matter
certain things, which are still
if you're black or white, male or
sexual in nature, that are confemale, young or old, I think
stituted as cheating. The truth
anyone can honestly say that
one of the most fearsome com- is, however, that if you can't tell
him or her what you've done,
ponents in a relationship is the
then it's probably something
concept of "the affair."
you probably didn't need to do.
Look at this hypothetical sitSounds like common sense.
uation: You've bought your girlBut when reality checks us, we
friend a large teddy bear for
realize that cheating is an issue
Friday's special holiday. She
that can be battled with this
specifically told you not to get
common sense
her anything, but you know
The other resolution is to be
more than anyone else that she
brutally honest. "Look, honey,
wants the biggest toys on the
1 don't know how to say this
shelf. You've made it to your
without hurting you, but the
room, and lo and behold, you
truth is that I am no longer
find her and your best buddy
attracted to you." Wouldn't you
lying on the floor, making it
scream if you heard this? Is
further around (he baseball
he/she saying that I became
diamond than you ever had
uglier? How horrible! But the
before. Because of human
truth to this is that this is a pain
nature, your rage and adrenathat goes away. I know from
line build up so high that you
experience that by hearing this,
end up killing both of the
you'll be upset in the short-run,
offenders.
but the pain doesn't start to
The murderer in that story is
compare to learning that you're
most likely going to jail, as he
so unattractive now that I've
should, but have you ever
been sleeping with this other
stopped to think of why
girl for three weeks. You can
unfaithliilness isn't a crime?
make attempts to prettily yourThe U.S. government puts a
self, maybe by dieting or using
lot of time into its articulation
acne medication. But if he or
of marital law. Certain
she still feels the same way,
ordained individuals are
then understand that people
required to attend the cerehave other tastes and wants
monies, the government forsomething different.
bids whom they deem to be
The truth is that your
"participants of an alternate
chances of being crushed on
lifestyle" to tie the knot, and
Valentine's Day are pretty low.
most importantly, the highBut don't be one of the jerks
profile ceremony not only has
that ruins someone's life by sata symbolic meaning, but a
isfying your sexual desires with
legal one as well. Not only
someone else. End the relaaccording to God, but accordtionship or talk tilings out.
ing to the state of Ohio, you are
You'll surprise yourself with
one.
how much you accomplish.
So if the government puts so

DJ.
JOHNSON

JOEL HAMMOND. MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do yai agree with all of this? \\e
doubt it. Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be
fewer than 500 words. These are usu-;
ally in response to a current issue on •
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These | attacks and anonymous submissions
are usually also in response to a cur- j will not be printed.
rent issue on the University's campus I
Email submissions as an attachor the Bowling Green area.
ment to bgnews@Ustprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked "Letter to
POLICIES
the Editor" or "Guest CcJumn"0nlyeLetters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the I mailcd letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be includ-; subject to review for length and claried for verification purposes. Personal ' ty before printing.
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CURT MR. PERFECT HENNING FOUND DEAD

www.bgnews.com/nation

BRANDON, Ha (AP) — Professional wrestler Curt "Mr.
Perfect" Hennig was found dead in a hotel room.
Hennig, 44, was scheduled to appear at the Florida
State Fair in Tampa on Monday night. He was found
dead in his room at the Homestead Suites Hotel on,
according to the Hillsborough County Sheriff's Office.
He was pronounced dead at the scene.

NATION

Some states raise college tuition
By Steve 6iej,erich
IHE Assrjcinreo

PRESS

Cash-strapped states from
coast to coast are weighing hefty
tuition increases for public colleges and universities, prompting
experts to wonder aloud if state
schools are pricing themselves
out the market for most students.
"This trend is going to catch up
with the middle class at some
point," said Rarmak Nassirian, an
analyst with the American
Association
of
Collegiate
Registrars
and
Admissions
Officers.
With most states unable to
cover their expenses, tuition
increases have been imposed
midway through this academic
year by several states including
Maryland,
Oregon
and
California.
Vermont,
Hawaii,
West
Virginia, Oklahoma, Alabama.

Arizona, Honda. New York and
Utah arc among the states that
have already adopted or are considering tuition hikes at public
institutions for the fall semester.
The budget woes have been
especially painful for University
of Oregon junior Rachel Pilliod,
who may forego her senior year if
an additional tuition hike is
imposed next fall. Students at
Oregon this year have already
faced tuition increases of $10 per
credit hour for the winter and
spring terms That's more than
$100 per term for a full-time student.
"I'm ahead on my credits so I
can graduate with the bare minimum for a degree. That's graduating without honors and that's
graduating without the classes
that will fully develop me," said
I'illiod, a sell-described middleclass student who has assumed

most of the cost of her own education. "The real determining factor will be my ability to pay for
school next year."
If she can't afford the extra
classes, Pilliod fears it will affect
her chances of getting into graduate school.
The tuition increases at Oregon
and elsewhere come in an academic year when tuition at fouryear public institutions jumped
by an average of 9.6 percent,
according to the annual survey of
college costs released
last
October by the College Board, the
owner of the SAT exam.
The National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education
reported in a study released
Tuesday that students at public,
four-year colleges in 16 states
were hit with tuition hikes of
more than 10 percent for this academic year.

INCREASES: Rachel Pilliod, student body president at the University ot Oregon, works at ther desk at
the Associated Student Body Officers office on campus in Eugene, Ore., Monday Feb. 10.

Pay of CEOs is an issue
By Meg Richards
IHf ASS0CUIED PRESS
NEW YORK — When the new
chief executive of Kmart takes the
company's jet for personal trips,
he will have to pay for it. His base
salary is lower than that of the
company's former CEOs, and he
got no signing bonus.
Kmart's board of directors,
sharply criticized for not doing
enough to prevent the centuryold retailer from going banknipt,
showed restraint last month in
the terms offered to lulian C. Day,
its third CEO in less than a year.
As troubled companies turn
over CEO's, not every new one is
getting hired on bargain terms,
and some experts question
whether that is a good approach.
But the lavish treatment of top
Carlos Ostmo :■' 'I IO:L executives is being scrutinized
and often reconsidered after last
PAYMENT: Kmart Corp.'s Julian Day answers a reporter's question
year's string of scandals and
during an interview. When the new chief executive of Kmart takes
bankruptcies.
the company's jet for personal trips, he will have to pay for it.

Day, who held senior positions
at Sears and Safeway Inc. before
joining Kmart, will earn an annual salary of $1 million. I le's guaranteed another $1 million when
Kmart emerges from bankruptcy.
In contrast, former CEO
diaries Conaway — whose management is now the subject of an
internal inquiry — received more
than $20 million in loans, cash,
shares and bonuses in his first
year, and he negotiated the right
to fly anywhere he wanted in the
company jet.
lames Adamson, who succeeded Conaway as CEO, was granted
a $2.5 million signing bonus, and
will be paid $3.6 million after
Kman emerges from bankruptcy
— which the company hopes to
do by April 30. Now the board
chairman, he arrived as a turnaround expert.
Conaway's package may not
have been considered extrava-
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objected, and a bankruptcy judge
knocked it down to $20 million.
While it may take years to
unravel the accounting scandals
and strategic missteps that led to
WorldCom's fall, Capellas has
expressed hope it could emerge
from bankruptcy in the spring
"In a world where football players are making $ 15 to $20 million,
I'm not at all troubled that a guy
like Capellas is making $20 million over three years to save one
of the largest telecom companies
in America," said Harlan Plait, a
finance professor at Northeastern
University's College of Business
Administration.
"On the other hand," Plait
added, "There are a lot of corporate executives who are making
millions of dollars and they don't
deserve it."

The Wash House

SEND YOUR
VALENTINE

Pizza

gant at die time, but many would
find it outrageous in today's climate. At least five of last year's
bankruptcies — WorldCom,
Conseco, Global Crossing, UAL
and Adelphia — rank among the
10 largest in U.S. history.
Not everyone agrees that cutting back on executive compensation is advisable when companies need a leader with skill, experience and credibility. A chief who
can successfully guide a company through the bankruptcy jungle, experts say, is probably worth
every cent they make.
After WorldCom filed for
Chapter 11 last July, striding past
Enron to become the largest
bankruptcy in U.S. history,
Michael Capellas was named
CEO. When the corporate board
proposed he be paid $25 million
over three years, court-appointed
monitor and
former
SEC
Chairman
Richard
Breeden

LOCATIONS

Monthly Bed Package

248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 beds/2 booths
SouthSidc I .iundinm.it
993 S. MAIN
(419) 353-8826
S beds/I booth

The Heat
904E.WOOSTHI
(419) 352-3588

ibees

Above Dairy Queen

434 E. WOOSTER
(419) 353-2844
Call for an appointment
4 beds/4 booths
Serving BG since 1980

You've made your plans.

Now put them in action.

9 AM - 5PM
1" month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(lor Highland & Jay Mar only).
The Highlands- Senior Grad
H0Ut(ng, 1 Bdrm spacious
large closets, all new windows, car
pet. some w new kitchens a Oaths
Stans$395. 12 mo lease

Register for summer classes—beginning February 10!
Online registration-http://conted.bgsu.edu
STAR registration-419.372.8966
Summer HELP-line-419.372.9141

Jay-Mar Apts - Senior Grad
Housing, 2 Bdrm. spacious new
windows docs, kitchens (dishwasher & range), oaths
Starts $550. 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, AC great location.
ceramic Me soundproot cons..
dishwashers, shy lighis. vaurted
ceilings. Starts $510 month
We'll take care of you Besi
price, well-maintained, privacy
S dead boll security large
apts . 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry
www.bghlghlandmgml.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

Class schedules at http://conted.bgsu.edu

Summer at SGSl/—
Small College Atmosphere, Major University Opportunities
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POPE HAS COLD, LIMITS HIS PUBLIC APPEARANCE
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II cut back on
his public schedule yesterday because of a cold, blessing the faithful from his window instead of going to St.
Peter's Basilica for a religious service. The 82-year-old
pope, who suffers from symptoms of Parkinson's disease and has trouble walking, sounded congested as
he spoke to Roman Catholics in St. Peter's Square.

Video encourages attacks

New complaint
filed against
Microsoft Corp.
By Pail MINT
THE tSSOCIMEO PRESS

BRUSSELS, Belgium — A
coalition of computer, telephone and Internet companies
announced a new offensive in
their battle against Microsoft
Corp., accusing it of violating
European antitrust law with its
new Windows XR
The
Washington-based
Computer & Communications
Association said Monday it filed
a formal, confidential complaint Ian. 31 with the
European Commission, which
enforces European Union
competition laws.
Microsoft spokespeople in
Brussels and the company's
European headquarters in
Paris had no immediate comment.
A Commission spokeswoman said the new complaint
would be examined, but would
not affect the investigation that
has been underway for more
than three years into Microsoft,
which officials hope to wrap up
in the coming months.
"I do not expect it will be
delaying our conclusion of the
ongoing complaint," said EU
spokeswoman Amelia Torres.
Competition Commissioner
Mario Monti said in December
he expects to close the case in
the "first part" of 2003.
Torres refused to elaborate,
but sources said the commission staff have yet to present
their draft recommendation to
Monti, who then plans to submit it to a newly created "devil's
advocate" panel for review.
Microsoft, which has made
no bones about its desire to settle the case, also has yet to
make its final presentation.
In that case, EU investigators
accuse Microsoft of abusing its

By Robert H. Raid
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

dominance of the market for
PC operating systems — its
ubiquitous Windows software
— to muscle its way into related
markets for media and server
software.
The new complaint focuses
on Windows XP, the latest
Microsoft operating system,
which was released at the end
of 2001.
"Windows
XP
takes
Microsoft's abusive practices to
a new level, illegally protecting
Microsoft's existing monopolies and ... illegally eliminating
competition in new software
and service markets," it said.
In the 260-page complaint,
the group charges that:
— The program's user interface is biased toward
Microsoft's own software, making life difficult for competing
products;
— Microsoft is refusing to
fully disclose document formats for its Office suite of appli cations;
—Microsoft is imposing proprietary technologies and abusive licensing to shut out competing products;
— It is leveraging its dominant positions in old markets,
such as e-mail, and new ones
such as handheld computing
devices and smart phone software.
"Only competitive markets
can deliver choice, innovation
and fair prices for consumers,"
said Ed Black, president and
chief executive of the CC1A "It
is therefore imperative to take
steps to preserve competition
in these and related markets."
The CCIAs members include
America Online, Kodak, Sun
Microsystems, Nokia, UPS,
Yahoo, Casio, Verizon and
l-'ujilsu.
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DOHA. Qatar — A man
believed to be Osama bin Laden
called on Iraqis to carry out suicide attacks against Americans
and to draw U.S. troops into
bloody urban combat. U.S. officials said the statement broadcast yesterday proves the world
must be concerned about
Saddam Hussein's ties to the alQaeda terror network.
The call was made in a voice
tape broadcast throughout the
Arab world by the Al-lazeera
satellite television station.
"This nexus between terrorists
and states that are developing
weapons of mass destruction can
no longer be looked away from
and ignored," Secretary of State
Colin Powell told the Senate
Budget Committee.
Some analysts wondered at bin
Iaden's motives for issuing a
statement supporting Iraq, given
many countries' skepticism of
U.S. allegations of Iraqi-al-Qaeda
links. Others worried the recording would inflame Muslims
against U.S. troops in the Persian
Gulf region.
On the tape, broadcast on the
first day of the Muslim holiday
Eid al . Vlha, the speaker advised
Iraqis how to fight the Americans,
based on al-Qaeda's experience
in Afghanistan.
"V\fe stress the importance of
martyrdom operations against
the enemy, these attacks that
have scared Americans and
Israelis like never before," the
man identified as bin Laden said.
"We advise about the importance of drawing the enemy into
long close and exhausting fighting, taking advantage of camouflaged positions in plains, farms,
mountains and cities," he said.
The speaker urged the Iraqis to
draw the Americans into urban
combat, saying "the thing that the
enemy fears the most is to fight a
city war."
U.S. military planners fear
Saddam might ring Baghdad
with his best troops of the elite
Republican Guard and draw U.S.
OF

As awareness of public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunKies tn the field of enviionmenia! and occupational
health Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational
health anticipate, recognize, evaluate and control harmful factors such
a> citemlcal spill".: air, waste, soil, and food contaminations; harmful
work practices, and bioterronst activities. These piofessionals develop,
implement and manage a broad scope of environmental and occupatmnal
health programs. As an environmental and <xcupatk»ul heakh pwifessional.
you can work in a variety of settings such as:
► Manufacturing and service industries
► Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels de., EPA, OSHA)
► Health-care organizations
► Research facilities
The Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health (NOCPH) offers a
CEPH-aaredited master of puNic health degre program where a student
can major in environmental and occupational. Itealih. and the Depurunent
of PuNic Health at MCO offers a master degree in occupational health
with an ASAC ABhT-accredited major in industrial hygiene. Reasons
students choose these degree programs include:
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TERRORISM: In this image taken from video, a satellite television station uses an undated file image
of Osama bin Laden as they play an audiotape purported to cany the voice of bin Laden yesterday. On
the tape, the voice called on Iraqis to carry out suicide attacks against the Americans.

forces into bloody street fighting
where they could not use their
high-tech weapons for fear of
causing massive civilian casualties.
The speaker also told Iraqis not
to worry about American smart
bombs
and
laser-guided
weapons because "they work on
only the clear, obvious targets."
He encouraged Iraqis to use
deception techniques to neutralize American technological superiority.
U.S. counterterrorism officials
in Washington said the audio
message was probably a real
recording of bin taden, and that a
technical analysis was planned to
authenticate it. The officials,
speaking on the condition of
anonymity, said it was unclear
when the recording was made
but said it was probably recent,
given all the attention the speaker
gave to Iraq.
Yasser Thabet, a broadcast editor at Al-lazeera, said the voice on
the tape sounded like bin Iadcn's
and the station assumed it was

authentic. He said the tape was
received by the same channels as
previous bin Laden statements,
but he did not give details.
Bin Laden often used Allazeera to broadcast statements
during the Afghanistan war until
the elusive terrorist leader vanished after die battle at Tora Bora
in December 2001.
Al-lazeera is not widely seen in
Iraq because few Iraqis are permitted to have satellite dishes.
However, many of them listen to
foreign Arabic language broadcasts which relayed details of the
broadcast.
There was no immediate comment from the Iraqi government,
which has repeatedly denied
links with al-Qaeda.
Counterterrorism officials have
said they are concerned Islamic
extremists will go to Iraq to conduct suicide or other attacks
against advancing U.S. forces. But
the officials said they don't yet
have evidence extremists are
planning such attacks in any
numbers.
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Jackson Katz is one of America's leading
anti-sexist male activists. Not the typical
story of men behaving badly. Katz, with his
witty, engaging, and personal speaking style
will share stories related to gender violence
prevention work, sports culture, college
fraternities, and how media portrays men.
women, sex and violence.

► Faculty members who are nationally recognized, full-time faculty

members are doctorally prepared.
► Gasses held on evenings and weekends to accommodate
most work schedules
► Small class size that allows for more individual attention
► .Students having access to facilities on the campuses at MCO,
BGSI'andLT.
► Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunKies

HeaUng Begins wiih Knowledge

Applications for Spring, Summer, and Fall 2003 admission are
being accepted. Additional major, in Health Promotion and Education
and Puhk Health Administration are also offered through the V x I'll
For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact as at
(1191 SH3-WS6. maldermanftmco edu or visit our «eb site air
www.mco.edu/ alhV pub health

Wednesday.
Feb. 12 at 8PM
Bowcn-Thompson
Student Union
Room 206

Sponsored by The Transformation Project and the Coalition
Against Sexual Offences (CASO) and co-sponsored by
Women's Studies and The Human Relations Commission.
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Bin laden's previous statements have not gone nearly as far
in expressing solidarity with Iraq,
they said.
On the tape, the speaker urged
other Muslims not to cooperate
with the United States in a showdown against Iraq. He criticized
Arab governments that support
U.N. efforts to rid Iraq of alleged
weapons of mass destruction.
"Anyone who helps America,
from the Iraqi hypocrites (opposition] or Arab rulers ... whoever
fights with them or offers them
bases or administrative assistance, or any kind of support or
help, even if only with words, to
kill Muslims in Iraq, should know
that he is an apostate," the speaker said.
The speaker also called on
Muslims to rise up and "break
free from (he slavery of these
tyrannic and apostate regimes,
which is enslaved by America,"
singling out Ionian. Morocco,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia
and Yemen.
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HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
720 - 722 EIGHTH - Two 3 BR A-lrame units. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $550.00 per month paid In 11 payments ol
$590.00. Deposit $550.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease
5/17/03 Noon to 5/8/04 Noon.
412 RIDGE-Three BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$940.00 per month paid in 11 payments ol $992.00. Deposit
$940.00. Tenants pay utilities. Lease 8/21/03 to 8/7/04
712 FOURTH. Apt. #E - 3 BR, 2 bath apartment, recently
remodeled. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, air conditioning.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $850.00 per month, deposit
$850.00. Tenants pay all utilities. Lease 5/17/03 Noon to
5/8/04 Noon.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(419) 35+2260 M F 8:30 to 5:30, S,it 8:30 to 5:00
www.jolinnewloverealestate.com
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FOOTBALL THE SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS HIRE ERICSON. PAGE 10
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BRIEFING
j Cavs fall to Pacers
{in NBA matchup
|

February 12,
2003
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Jermaine O'Neal scored 28
| points and Brad Miller had 25

Mww.bgnews.com/sporls

as the Indiana Pacers opened
the second half with Ron
Artest back in the lineup and

lOWlINC GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

] coach Isiah Thomas on the
sidelines in a 107-96 victory
over Cleveland on Tuesday
night.
Artest completed a fourgame suspension and Thomas
had served a two-game suspension.
Artest scored 11 points.

Putting
sports
inks
place
ZACH
BAKER

Fight punctuates ugly loss
By Erik Cassano
Sports Reporter
TOLEDO — Rumors of the
death of the Bowling GreenToledo basketball rivalry are
greatly exaggerated. The season
lor BCi. on the other hand, may
be ready for life support.
A fight midway through the
second half of last night's BGToledo game at Savage Hall
fanned the rivalry's flames, got
Toledo player Milo Kirsh and BG
assistant coach Artie Pepelea
ejected and ultimately sent the
two teams in opposite directions. The inspired Rockets (1011, 4-7 MAC) capitalized on the
noticeably unraveled Falcons

(10-11,6-7 MAO for a 73-59 victory.
With just under 11 minutes to
play in the second half, an errant
shot caromed off the BG rim and
through the hands of several
players. As the ball rolled around
on the floor, players started
crashing into each other and
falling. Elbows and knees started
flying in the scrum, and before
anyone could gain control of the
ball, players started losing their
tempers
The skirmish wasn't much. A
few flying fists, some yelling.
Nobody was visibly injured. Both
benches (save BG coaches
Pepelea and Dan Dakich) stayed

Assistant Sports
Reporter
How important are sports
right now?
With this country about to
head into a war against Iraq, how
is it that some of us talk more
about college basketball than the
conflicts that surround us?
Sports is often escapism, especially from the perspective of
fans and reporters. No matter
how important the events of the
world are, you're more likely to
find me watching basketball on
ESPN than the latest on a potential war on CNN.
I have no idea whether this is
good or bad. The only ihing I
Iknow for sure is that it takes a
great deal to stop the games
around us.
Baseball and football halted
for a week after September I Ith.
It seemed, for a moment, that
this country, and for that matter
the world, had put priorities in
proper perspective.
But there was no stoppage of
i play in January of 1991, when the
Gulf War started. The Super Bowl
went on as scheduled, and the
sports went on without interruption.
Baseball did not stop in either
of the two world wars either.
Players such as Bob Feller and
Ted Williams served in the armed
forces, but replacement players
filled (he void, and the seasons
were not halted.
If war begins, will the games
stop?
I doubt it.
There is too much to be lost, in
many areas. A cynical person
may argue that money will rule,
and the games won't be stopped
because owners stand to lose too
much money
Again, there is more to It
In 1941, when Pearl Harbor
was attacked, baseball commissioner
Kcnesaw
Mountain
Landb gave control of the sport
over to President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. Had the president felt that the games should
have been stopped, they would
have been.
But Roosevelt felt the country
would be best suited by keeping
baseball going.
Sometimes, sports can help in
times of tragedy. No matter how
, serious a conflict, life cannot be
grave at all times. Sometimes
something like sports can help to
provide a distraction in times of
crisis.
I suspect war will not halt the
sports around us. Whether it is to
provide escapism, or simply an
economic decision, sports will go
on during war.
There are benefits and drawbacks to whatever decision is
made, and sensitive issues that
will be taken into account.
, Players in all sports may have
loved ones at risk, and trying to
stay focused on a game with so
much going on will be difficult
, for them.
i
At the same lime, the rest of
1
the country may need the break
from the emotional nature of
war. In all likelihood, sports will
keep going providing a momentary distraction from a difficult
time.
Whether good or bad, the
games will continue.

put. Even they came on the floor
to help break it up.
What it did was send BG Into
discord. The Falcons emerged
from the officials' cool-down
timeout with their teeth still
clenched. Shots were rushed.
Players pushed the ball up tinfloor recklessly and thrashed
needlessly for rebounds underneath, dishing out contact and
committing fouls.
"We lost out composure, we
lost our intensity," BG guard
Cory Ryan said. "I don't have a
reason. IThe fight] just got to us.
It helped them and it hurt us."
The fight didn't come out of
the blue. Aniinositv had been

apparently building up throughout the game. BG's labari Mattax
and Ronald Lewis both had
shots emphatically rejected by
Toledo players beforehand. Ryan
and Toledo's Sammy Villegas
received technical fouls for an
unspecified incident at the end
"I the first half.
The wrestling match under
the basket touched a match to a
flammable situation. BG got
burned. Toledo got a suntan.
"It is always good to beat our
rival." Toledo's Keith Triplett said.
"I hope the rivalry took a step
up."
I he sideshows took away
from great performances by

Triplett and Ryan, who tied for
the game high with 22 points It
was Ryan's shooting touch that
prevented Toledo from running
away with the game in the second half, as he hit 3 of 6 threepointers. I le finished the game 5
for 8 from beyond the arc.
Triplett was living inside the
three-point arc as much as Ryan
was living outside it. Cutting to
the basket, finding open guys
and getting open himself, he was
the main opportunist in Toledo's
second half, finishing with a
game-high five assists.
Triplett paced four Rockets in
FIGHT. PAGE 9
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HOCKEY

KNIGHT PLAYS TOUGH
By layme Ramson
ASSISTANT SP0RIS EDITOR

Playing the role of the old guy
on a college hockey team might
not be so bad after all. Especially
if being the old guy means you
have more collegiate hockey
experience than most players in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
Bowling Green's hockey team
has its own old guy in assistant
captain Tyler Knight. Knight has
skated out onto the ice for 142
games in his Bowling Green
career, more than any other current Falcon.
His accumulated collegiate
experience has helped him
become a presence on the ice.
especially late in games. The
senior recently led a Bowling
Green third-period comeback in
a game against Wayne State at
the loe Louis Arena. Knight
scored two goals in a span of less
than ten minutes to tie the game
at 3-3. The Falcons went on to
win after Mike Talk's goal with 13
seconds left.
Knight has a history of lategame heroics, last season, in a
game at the BGSU Ice Arena,
Knight scored the game-winning goal against Notre Dame.
He also scored a game-winning
goal against Michigan when he
was a freshman and assisted on
a game-winning goal against
Ohio Slate later that same season.
Despite his resume of lategame goals and assists. Knight
has a modest outlook on his late
game prowess and his ability lo
score or assist late in games.

"I haven't really noticed that. I
guess that's just the way it goes
sometimes," Knight said. "I'm
always trying out there and
sometimes it just goes in."
Captain D'Arcy McConvey
and head coach Scott Paluch
have different outlooks on
Knight's presence in the third
period and his ability to change
the outcome of the game.
"He always does what he has
to do." McConvey said. "More
specifically, he's timely. He
makes timely goals and timely
plays. With his experience he's
pretty much been through it all.
all the ups and downs. Definitely
at a time at the end of the game
when you need a goal, he'd be
the type of guy to go to."
"To be a guy that when you're
down in the last minute and the
game is on the line, there's a lot
of people looking at those type
of guy's to make the plays and
he's done that for us," Paluch
said.
Knight admits that he seems
to thrive under pressure, in late
game situations. He's the type of
player that wants to gel the puck
and help the team win in any
way thai he can.
"I always want to be out there
during important times in the
game when we're down by a goal
or up by a goal and there's not
much time left," Knight said.
"That's just something I think a
lot of the players like to do. lusl
have a lol of the pressure, a lot of
the emphasis of the game on
ihem. It's definitely something
that I like lo have,"
Knight has proven that he is a
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TO THE BUCKET:

Karen Stocz drives into the lane during

Saturday's win over Toledo on Saturday at Anderson Arena.

leader on the Bowling Green
team, with numerous big plays late
in games. He has
also proven that
he is someone
his young teammates can learn
from.
"Anytime you
have an older guy,
the younger guys are
going to look up to
him whether it's me
or the other guys on
the team," Knight
said. "Coming in,
even though there
arc a lol of them
lyounger playersl and
there are only a few older guys,
Ihey look up and see what you
do, see how you present yourself, and 1 think just by watching whal the older players do,
ihey can learn a lot."
After lettering in his first
three years at Bowling
Green, Knight has developed
into a more versatile and physical player in his fourth season,
according to Paluch.
"We've had him playing the
right wing, we've moved him
to center. He's been (he guy
that wherever we've asked
him to play, he's gone out and
he's done it hard," Paluch said.
"I think that's a credit to Ty.
He's been a hard-working
player, he's been a tremendous student and I think he's
been a really good leader for
us."

TYLER KNIGHT
THIS SEASONS STATS

2

KNIGHT. PAGE 9

Points -15
Goals - 6
Power Play Goals - 2
Assists - 9
Shots - 56

Ben Swinger BG News

PASSING: Forward Tyler Knight passes the puck to a teammate
during last weekend's game against Michigan State.

Falcons prepare for
MAC game vs. Buffalo
By Daniel Gedney
SPORTS REPORTED

It's time to start thinking tournament.
The fight for seeding in the
Mid-American Conference is
healing up as learns begin to
look toward the tournament,
■ hit h is less than a month away.
Women's basketball coach Curt
Miller knows thai there wHl be a
struggle for position as die tournament draws closer.
"I think there is going lo be a
mad rush for the seven, eight,
nine and 10 seeds." Miller said.
"I think everyone still has hopes
to go host the first round of the
tournament."

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVVW.BGNEVVS.COrVVSPWTS

With this in mind Miller and
the
Bowling Green Slate
University women's basketball
team will head lo Buffalo, NY
tonight to lake on the University
of Buffalo Bulls. The Falcons are
coming off an upset victory over
archrival Toledo on Saturday.
Miller hopes to avoid a letdown
alter a big win.
"The kids have such good
character that we did not hang
our heads after the Central
Michigan game and now we
have to show character that we
are able to prepare and stay
motivated lo play against a talented inside Buffalo team,"
Miller said.

Saturday's victory ended the
(earns longest losing streak of
the season at four games.
Tonight the Falcons will look to
snap another losing streak. They
have dropped iheir first five conference road games of the season.
"If we can steal a road win we
pul ourselves in the position
that we set our ultimate goal in
the beginning of the year and
that was to host the first round
of the MAC," Miller said.
Tonight's game features two
learns with very contrasting
ROAD GAME. PAGE 8
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Falcons rely on their
outside shooting

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ene Lewis is not a scoring threat. She's only averaging 1.9
points per game. In the women's baskeball team's 66-62
win over Toledo on Saturday, the guard was held score-

T

Tene Lewis

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

less.
But (hat didn't keep Falcons coach Curt Miller from saying that
she was the game's most valuable player.
Lewis has become the Falcons designated defensive stopper.
She led the team with three steals on Saturday, and also got key
rebounds that helped to set up some three point shots.
Lewis has 23 steals this season Miller has called her an
unselfish player, whose main job is to set up plays for others.
Lewis has 26 assists on the season.
The victory over was BG's first win in four Mid-American
Conference games, improving their record to 10-10 on the season, and 3-6 in the MAC.
Lewis and the Falcons look to improve on their conference
record tonight when they travel to Buffalo to take on the Bulls at
7 p.m.

ROAD GAME. FROM PAGE 7

styles. The Falcons are a perimeter oriented team that relies
heavily on the outside shot. The
Bulls are very post oriented and
will most likely look to beat the
Falcons down low. Miller
stressed the importance of his
team playing their type of game.
"The tempo and the style the
game turns out to be will be very,
very important because their
strengths are our weaknesses
but our strengths are their weaknesses," Miller said.
The Bulls come into tonight's
game with an overall record of
11-9 and a conference record of
3-6. They are currently in third
place in the MAC East Last week

Soph more
The uthlele oftlie week is selected by The BG News sports staff due to their outstanding accomplishments on the field.

they lost on the road to Kent
State 71-56 on Feb.5 and at
home to Northern Illinois, 7664, on Sunday.
The Bulls have been led this
season by guard
Kate
McMeeken-Ruscoe, who scored
21 points against Northern
Illinois on Sunday, her fourth 20plus scoring effort of the season.
She is averaging 14.1 points per
game. McMeeken-Ruscoe is
complimented
by
forward/guard
Jessica
Kochendorfer, who is second on
the team in scoring with 11
points per game and leads the
team in rebounding with 7.7
rebounds per game. Guards Erin
Lawrenson and Allison Bennett
both pose a threat from the out-

side, shooting 39.1 percent, (2769). and 42.9 percent, (9-21),
respectively.
The Falcons enter tonight's
game at 10-10 overall and 3-6 in
the MAC. They are currently in
sixth place in the MAC West.
They have benefited recently
from Hie emergence of guard
Tene Lewis.
"Tene brings a different type
of athleticism to our team, she
really sparks us defensively,
Miller said. She's playing her role
to a tee and because of that she's
an added dimension that we
haven't always had since I've
been here with her defense, athleticism and ability to create
plays for other people."
Action is set to begin at 7p.m.

Official asked
questions
about photo
Byleflunkous
IB! ASSOCIATED PRESS

Terry Henna AP Photo

NOT FAST ENOUGH: Nascat Winston Cup Series driver Tony Stewart, left, exits his car after failing to finish his qualifying run for
the Oaytona 500 as teammate Bobby Labonte looks on on Monday.

NASCAR opens season
By lenna Fryer

Earnhardt, the clear favorite
to win Sunday's season-openDAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — ing race, went out 35th among
From the lime the cars came off 50 cars that made qualifying
the trucks at Daytona. Dale runs. He ran a lap at 186.382
Earnhardt |r. was (he only dri- mph to top Dale Earnhardt Inc.
ver being talked about
Icainniate Michael Waltrip's lap
leff Green liked i( that way.
of 185.460 mph.
Green bumped Earnhardt off
Green was (he next car to go
the pole Monday to earn the out and bumped him off (he
(op starting spot for (he season- pole.
opening Daytona 500.
"1 said (his morning (hal a lo(
It was a stunning viciorv for of people overlooked us,"
(he often overlooked 40-year- Green said. "This was not a surold driver, a former Busch prise lo me. We have a great
Series champion slill seeking package for here and hopefully
his firs! Winsion (up win.
we'll show il in the race, too."
"I enjoy people nol talking
Green is winless in 94 career
about me a lol." (iirni said starts and has only one other
"When you slip up and win one pole.
of these things and slip up and
He and Eamhardl were (he
win poles, ii tends «> make a only two drivers to lock down
beller story. Things like (hal starting spois for Sunday's
make me go. and hopefully ii Winston Cup opener. The res!
will keep going (hal way."
of the 51 cars entered will have
Green, driving (he No. 30 to wait until after Thursday's
Chevrolet owned by Richard Twin 125-mile Qualifying races
Childress Racing, knocked to find out where they'll start —
Earnhardt off the |iole five min- or if they'll start — on Sunday.
utes aftei Earnhardt look (he
"Il was kind of bittersweet to
lop spol bv posting a lap a( lose the pole but, in a way, we
IBfiGOfimpii
have so much to be proud of
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

because we've improved so
much," Earnhardt said. "We
have never really qualified beller than 15th here so, for me, it
was a fantastic lap."
The DEI cars driven by
Earnhardt and Wallrip have
won six of the past eight races at
Daytona and Talladega, but
Green proved the Richard
Childress Racing cars will be
strong Sunday.
Robby Gordon, his RCR
teammate, ran a lap at 185.927
mph lo bump Waltrip back to
fourth and Kevin Harvick was
sixth fastest at 185.063 mph.
Childress, who added Green
as a third driver and had considerable turnover of personnel
lasl year, said, "We've got some
long-range plans al RCR. Last
year, we had some short-term
sacrifices for long-term success."
Only Ricky Rudd, who was
fifth fastest at 185.372 mph in
the Wood Brothers' Ford, kepi
Chevrolet from sweeping the
top six positions in qualifying
Dale larrett, also in a Ford,
was seventh fastest with Bobby

Labonte eighth in his
Chevrolet. Tony Stewart,
Labonle's loe Gibbs Racing
teammate and defending Cup
champion, didn't complete a
qualifying lap when his Chevy
suffered an engine problem.
Sterling Marlin, Kyle Petty
and ]amie McMurray, all in
Dodges, rounded out the top
10. Ricky Craven had the fastest
lap in a Pontiac, 14th best at
184.362.
"We've got some long-range
plans at RCR. Last year, we had
some short-term sacrifices for
long-term success," said
Childress. who added Green as
a third driver and had considerable lumcver of personnel last
year.
Green, who won the Busch
Series title in 2000, is starting his
second full season with
Childress. The 40-year-old driver, one of three racing brothers
from Owersboro, Ky, said there
is a new feeling around the
learn.
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B.G.'s Largest selection of
Greek Merchandise
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Sqesze Bottles
Stickers
Frames
Scrubs
Stationary
Shot Glasses
Glass Mugs
Window Stickers
Gift Wrap
Key Chains

T-Shirts
Tanks
Sweatshirts
Windbreakers
Hats
Jackets
Sorority Bags
Coffee Mugs
Plastic Mugs
Tumblers

Best Selection • Best Service •
Best Quality
Your Sewn on Letters and
Embroidery Specialists

531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8333

Bowen-Thompson Student Union Presents ...

*
by: Tom Oldendick & Will Roberso

Can You Figure Out Who Did it, in
The Talent Show From Hell?...
A You-Solve-lt Mystery Dinner
Saturday, February 15, 2003

^Book
x>kY<
Your
X Paddle Party
Now Fc"
, ,20% 01 $

z
Collegiate Connection

Toe Rings
Calendars
BGSU Clothing
Dry Cleaning Service
Tuxedo Rental
Greeting Cards
Balloon Bouquets
Balloons
Check book Covers

Playing Cards
Magnets
Candy Jars
Shorts
Jewelry
Flip Flops
Pins
Pencils/Pens
Bumper Stickers
ID. Covers

TRENTON. N.I. - The
postgame encounter was brief,
just long enough for LeBron
lames to put his arm around a
referee, lean in and smile for the
camera
Now, however, that seemingly
innocent moment could hurt referee Tony Celantano. who faces
possible sanctions for his actions
following lames' impressive
comeback game on Saturday
night.
The president of the central
New Jersey chapter of the
International Association of
Approved Basketball Officials
said the group is investigating
whether Celantano broke any
rules by posing with the 18-yearold high school basketball star.
"We're just trying to sort out all
ihe facts," the association's president, Fred Dumont, saidTucsday.
Celantano posed with lames
after the senior scored a careerhigh 52 poinls to lead top-ranked
St. Vincent-St. Mary of Akron,
Ohio, to a 78-52 victory over
Westchester of Los Angeles at Ihe
Prime Time Shootout in Trenton.
It was lames' first game since a
judge in Ohio restored his eligibility on Feb. 5, allowing him lo
resume playing, lames, expected
to be the No. 1 pick in the next
NBA draft, was ruled ineligible for
the rest of the season by the Ohio
High School Athletic Association
on |an. 31 after he accepted two
retro sports jerseys valued at S845
from a Cleveland clothing store.
But the judge reduced lames'
punishment to iwo games; he's
already missed one and will sit
out Ihe other later this month.
After Saturday night's game,
lames posed with his right ann
around Celantano. lames is grinning slightly.
While posing for pictures with

a player doesn't violate any specific rules for referees, Dumont
said Celantano spoke lo him and
conceded he used bad judgment.
Dumont added, however, thai
he was confident the game was
called impartially.
"I was at the game. I don't have
a problem with how ihe game
was officiated," Dumont said.
Dumonl declined to specify
what sanctions thai Celantano
might face, but he said he expected his association to make a
determination within a week.
The organization that oversees
scholastic sports in New lersey
will review the findings.
Celantano, a 27-year veteran,
remains eligible to officiate,
Dumonl said.
"He's still free to be a referee
and happens to be an outstanding referee," Dumont said. "He's a
very professional person; he's an
experienced ofiii lal
Celantano told The Times of
Trenton that the photo was taken
by a relative and was not for personal use. After officiating another high school game Sunday,
Celantano told the newspaper he
sought an autograph from lames
for a friend's child.
Celantano did not return several telephone messages left at
his Hamilton home Tuesday by
The Associated Press.
Jim Loper, associate director of
the
New
Jersey
State
Interscholastic
Athletic
Association, saw Ihe pose during
television coverage of Saturday's
Prime Time Shootout.
"1 thought, 'Holy cow.' As officials, you want to stay in the middle," he said.
01ISAA director Bob Goldring
said that if ihe same thing happened in Ohio, "we would deem
it unethical, and we would have
the authority to fine or suspend
an official in thai case."
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6:30PM Italian Family Style Dinner Served, 7:30 Show Starts
Bowling Green State University
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Multi-Purpose Room 228
STUDENT PRICE: $11."
FACULTY/STAFF/COMMUNITY PRICE: $14BS
TICKETS ON SALE NOWI
DITIONAL TICKET INFORMATION. CALL 419.3
SPONSORED BY: BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY S BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
DINING SERVICES. THEATER DEPARTMENT. AND THETA ALPHA PHI
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Knight aims for pros Franchise tag placed
on Bengals' Spikes

KNIGHT. FROM PAGE 7

Although this season was
Knight's first and last season
playing under the direction of
Paluch. he envisions the team
doing well next season and in the
years to come.
When the Falcons start their
second season under Paluch
next October, Knight hopes to be
playing professionally. His teammates know that hockey's "old
guys" are difficult to find and
even more difficult to keep.
"A guy like TV is always hard to
replace," McConvey said. "He
brings so much physically and
he can score goals, so it's going to
be hard for someone to step up
and fill his role."

By Joe Kaye
iHt tssociatto

Ben Swanger BG New

CONSISTENCY: Tyler Knight looks to make a play in a game earlier
this season.

Rivalry renewed last night
By Chris Wilhg
SPOBIS REPOfUR

The men's basketball team
faced their rival Toledo yesterday,
with both teams struggling in
conference play and just wanting
a win, the heated rivalry was
downplayed all week Five technical fouls, two ejections, several
punches, a fight and an intentional foul later, the rivalry
seemed to be back in full force
The first half went back and
forth, and for the most part was
uneventful. The Falcons ran their
motion offense, which was
matched beautifully by Toledo's
man-to-man defense. The
Falcons defense also played up to
par, forcing eight turnovers and
holding Toledo's shooting to 29
percent.
The Falcons found themselves
up five at halftime in a game with
rising intensity. With time expired
in the first half, an Incident
involving Falcon Cory Ryan and
Toledo guard Sammy VHIeg&S

foul, setting the stage for the second half.
The intensity was high in the
second half with shoving, push
ing and yelling going back and
forth between the teams
The peak of the intensity came
just under the eleven-minute
mark with a loose ball under
Toledo's hoop that turned Into an
ugly scuffle. Within the scuffle
several punches were thrown by
Toledo forward Milo Kirsh, seemingly connecting with the head of
Kevin Netler. Kirsh was ejected
from the game and has been suspended one game for fighting.
Falcons' assistant coach Artie
Pcpelea was also ejected from the
game for running on the court
during the scuffle. Once the referees worked out all the derails,
Savage Hall was going wild. This
reborn rivalry had the Falcons'
offense out of synch.
Kevin Netter did noi scon.1 any
points in the first half and was
held to five in the second. Toledo

ning the ball up ihe court and
shut down the team's biggest
threat.
The Falcons couldn't seem to
get back in their game, turning
the ball over 16 limes in thl
ond half and being outscored by
19 points.
Toledo's offense, however,
seamed to find everything they
have been missing all so
shooting 50 percent in the set
ond hall. The depth of Toledo also
played a major role In their 72-59
win over the Falcons.
Despite having two players
ejected from the game, one of
them a starter, the Rockets still
had four players in double figures.
With words, elbows and
punches exchanged throughout
the game, the Falcons could not
seem to match Toledo's intensity,
and whether they like it oi not,
the rivalry between BCi and
Toledo is still alive and well

PRISS

CINCINNATI — linebacker
Takeo Spikes was tagged as the
Bengals transition player yesterday, disappointing one of
Cincinnati's top defensive playen and emotional leaders.
spikes, (he Bengals' lop draft
pick in 1998, wants to leave as a
lire agent because he's worn
out from live years ol losing.
The Bengals have the NFli
WORK record since 1991.
Marvin lewis talked to
Spikes several times since he
became the Bengals' head
coach lasl month, but the dub
couldn't convince him to
accept a contra t extension.
The tag allows the Bengals lo
match any offer from another
team, keeping Spikes in
Cincinnati for another season.
Spikes has led the team in tackles four limes during his five
seasons.
Winning over Spikes is one of
Lewis' liisi challenges. Several
of the team's leaders said at the
end of last season that they had
given up hope the Bengals
would ever win.
Lewis' hiring has made some

Follow the
Crowd To

FIGHT, FROM PAGE 7

double figures, lohn Reimold
was the only other Falcon in
double figures with 10.
As pan of the possible fallout
from the skirmish, Reimold
commlted two hard fouls within seconds of each other late in
the game. Both times he and the
player he fouled hit the ground.
The second time was particularly violent and he and Toledo's
Ricardo Thomas locked legs and

No Nitrates Here!
We Care About the Water You Drink pure & simple
• 300 Per Gallon
1

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO

See Preferred For
1 & 2 Bedrooms • Efficiencies • Small Building •
Twinplexes • 2. 3 & 5 Bedroom Houses

1

Associated Press thai he still
wanted out.
"I don't want a tag on me."
Spikes said at the time. "I feel
like my time is done. I did all I
ran do. I did all thai I owed not
only to them, but to myself.
"1 jusl want to win. I just
want to compete. That's my
whole objective. I don't look at
ihe lime I spent in Cincinnati
as wasted time. I jusl want to go
somewhere lo compete and
win."
Spikes and his agent, Todd
France, did nol immediately
return phone messages yesterday. Spikes told ihe team's Web
site that his feelings hadn't
changed and he still wanted
out of Cincinnati.
"The tag is something they're
using lo keep me there, even
though Im not happy and 1
don't understand it," Spikes
said.
Spikes has insisted that
change has to start al the lop.
team owner Mike Brown has
given Lewis more authority
than his predecessors, but
remains in control as the de
facto general manager.

Toledo player suspended in win

WORRIED ABOUT HIGH NITRATE LEVELS
IN YOUR DRINKING WATER?
Spacious Living
Awesome Locations
Exceptional Amenllles
NOW LEASING
FOB 2003-2004

players reconsider, but Spikes
remains unconvinced thai
there will be significant change.
"I don'l have lo persuade
him. I can jusl say it," l.ewis
said. "It's a very difficult job to
lie a professional football player. It's a privilege. I'm going lo
ask a lot of things of him. I don't
need lo talk him into il"
Lewis said the club will continue talking to Spikes about a
contract extension.
The Bengals tendered Spikes
a one-year. S-I.H million offer—
the avenige of the top 10 linebackers' salaries last season —
to make him their transition
player.
The Bengals also tendered
offers to receivers Ron Dugans
and Danny Fanner, kicker Neil
Rackers, linebacker Armegis
Speamian and snapper Brad
Si. Louis. The fourth-year players will iH'Come restricted free
agents on Feb. 28 if they don't
sign with the Bengals.
Worn out by all Ihe losing.
Spikes slopped talking to the
media midway through the
Bengals' 2-14 season, the worst
In Iranchise history. After Lewis
was hired. Spikes told The

Reverse Osmosis
Natural Hydration

■ Serviced & Sanitized Daily

fell to the ground at niidcourt
when Reimold went for a steal.
Reimold was charged with an
Intentional foul. It was his fifth
personal foul, so the disqualification saved him from a technical foul.
There was one definite piece
of fallout. Kirsh. under NCAA
rules, will have lo serve a onegame suspension for being
ejected for fighting.
The loss capped a miserable
month lor the Falcons. Since a

loss at Eastern Michigan Ian. 14,
Ihe Falcons fell from first to
fourth place in the MAC West,
last night's game was BG's seventh loss in nine games, their
fifth in six on the road, and
dropped them under .500 for
the first time since Dec. 21. With
five conference games left in the
season, the Falcons may be running out of time to right their
ship.

DO YOU HAVE TYPE 1 DIABETES?
Bowling Green State University is seeking
individuals age 18 or older, to participate in
research on stress & diabetes.
Individuals will receive $50 & a LifeScan OneTouchc
glucose meter for their participation.
For more information, please call: Robin A. Frutchey &
William H. O'Brien. Ph.D.. Bowling Green State
University. Department of Psychology. (419) 372-4506. or
email rfrutch@bgnet.bgsu.edu

• Open 24 Hours
i Tested by the State
■ Self Serve - bring your own clean bottle
■ NAM A Approved

Fox Run • Haven House Manor • Piedmont Birchwood
Place • Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

2 Convenient BG Locations:
Look for the Watermills
South: 989 S. Main
North: 1058 N. Main
(next to Paglial'a BQ)
(across from Barney's N.)

Waler.mill
Express

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon.-Fn 8-12,1-4:30
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FALL 2003 APARTMENT LEASING
4-East Merry Avenue Apartments

OTtntfjrop terrace

(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

-4-Field Manor Apartments

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

(519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.)

(419) 352-9135

4-Frazee Avenue Apartments

winthrop@gerdenich.com

(818 Thurstin, 624, & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 baths, furnished
* dishwashers/garbage disposals

4-670 Frazee - COMPLETELY REMODELED FOB FALLI

FREE High Speed Internet
coming this summer.

1

THE SIDELINE SQUAD
WANTS YOU!!!!

FREE shuttle service to
and from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.

Completely Remodeled 2 bed. 2 bath, new Vp-*M<
kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
y*" "^Sivto v
■ Call lor Details!!
-? »f"Uj^

4-425 E. Court Street
• 2 bed, 2 bath, furnished
• dishwashers/garbage disposals

4-Columbia Court Apartments

BASKETBALL
Saturday, February 15th
Men vs. W. Michigan
2:00pm
Women vs. Miami
4:30pm

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
■ 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths, furnished - limit 4 people

4-Heinz Apartments
(808 Si 818 N. Enterprise / 424 & 451 Frazee Ave)
• 3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished - limit 5 people
• A/C, lireplaces, microwave, dishwasher, garbage
disposal

§4-Mercer Manor Apartments
• 3 Bedroom/2 full Baths
•A/C, fireplaces, microwaves, dishwasher,
garbage disposals

COME SIGN UP TODAY!
Hours;

445 E
Bowling Green OH 43402

9an-5rmi

Students admitted FREE with
BGSU ID

pmi

'

»•»».»<

Check our our website at: v/ivw.wcnet.org'-gbrentaU
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Ericson to coach San Francisco
By Grtj Beacham
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

SANTA CLARA, Calif. —
Dennis Erickson was hired
Tuesday by the San Francisco
49ers lo replace Steve Mariucci as
coach in a surprising end to a
search that stretched nearly four
weeks.
Erickson will be introduced as
the 49ers' 14th head coach at a
news conference today. The former Seattle Seahawks coach
leaves Oregon State, where he
went 31-17 over the last four seasons.
Mariucci, who was fired by
owner lohn York on Ian. 15
despite leading San Francisco to
four playoff berths in six seasons,
signed a five-year contract with
the Detroit lions last week.
Erickson, who will rum 56 next
month, is an unexpected choice
for San Francisco, which had
concentrated its search on NFL
defensive coaches since York surprised his front office by firing
Mariucci.
The search was praised by the
candidates as deliberate and
thorough, though Pro Bowl quarterback leff Garcia called ii
"embarrassing" for its apparent
lack of direction.
General
manager Terry
Donahue always said he planned
Jto consider college head coaches
in his search, which he conducted largely from his home in
Newport Beach, Calif. Earlier,
several college coaches said they
weren't interested, including
Washington
coach
Rick
Neuheisel
and
Southern
California coach Pete Carroll.
Donahue and Erickson didn't
immediately return calls on yes-

terday.
Erickson is just the 49ers'
fourth coach since 1979, following Bill Walsh and George Seifert
— who both won Super Bowls —
and Mariucci. Erickson also is the
first coach with prior NFL head
coaching experience to lake over
the 49ers since Norman "Red"
Stradcrinl955.
Erickson
coached
the
Seahawks from 1995-98, going
31-33 — the same record of current Seattle coach Mike
Holmgren, who briefly was
thought to be a candidate for the
49ers' job.
Many thought Erickson
deserved better in his native
Seattle, where he rebuilt the
Seahawks but couldn't make the
playoffs. The Seahawks were
denied a playoff berth in 1998
only by a season-ending loss to
the New York lets in which Vinny
Testaverde was infamously
awarded a touchdown when he
never crossed the goal line — a
play that helped spur the NFL to
rein traduce instant replay.
Erickson's greatest success has
been in college, where he has
turned four schools into winners.
Before resurrecting a formerly
moribund program at Oregon
State, Erickson won national
lilies at the University of Miami in
1989 and 1991,going63-9over six
seasons. He also has coached al
Idaho, Wyoming and Washington
State.
Erickson said upon his hiring
in 1999 that he wanted lo retire at
Oregon State, but he is the second straight coach to leave
Corvallis for an NFL job. Mike
Riley left for the San Diego
Chargers four years ago.

New York lets defensive coordinator Ted Cottrell, Chicago
defensive coordinator Greg
Blache and San Francisco defensive coordinator lim Mora interviewed for the job in Santa Clara
last week. The 49ers also seriously considered Tampa Bay defensive coordinator Monte Kiffin,
who re-signed with the
Buccaneers after the Super Bowl.
Cottrell, who signed a two-year
extension to remain the lets'
defensive coordinator if he did
not get the 49ers' job. felt he was
treated fairly by the 49ers.
"I was informed today by Terry
Donahue that they decided lo
hire Dennis Erickson as the next
49ers head coach," Cottrell said.
"While it's obviously disappointing, I'd like to (hank Dr. York.Terry
Donahue and the entire 49ers
staff for their professionalism
throughout the interviewing
process."
Blache said that while he was
disappointed he did not get the
job, he believed the 49ers gave
him a fair shot.
"1 feel good about the process."
he said, also dismissing the suggestion he was interviewed simply because he is black.
"For me to say 1 was paraded
around, used, 1 can't believe that."
he said. "I walk away from it feeling like they did things in good
faith."
Mariucci was fired despite four
10-win seasons with a remarkably brief rebuilding period in
between. York had a difference in
philosophy with Mariucci, who
led the 49ers to a 10-6 record, the
NFC West title and a playoff victory over the New York Giants (his
past season.

Doc Ryan APPH0I0
HE LEFT HIS HEART: Former Oregon State head football coach Dennis Erickson is shown during practice in Corvailis, Ore., in this August 1999 photo. Erickson has been chosen as head coach of the San
Francisco 49ers.
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JAMAICA ♦ BAHAMAS

FL0BIDA

After-class
workout.
First-class

SELL TRIPS ON CAMPUS,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!

TKAVIl
SfRVICCS

1.800.648.4849
www.ststravel.com

COM£ Pur
F*ee Pool,
MCQATOUCH,

P/T Package Handlers

Egrn

1

Weekly paycheck
• Tuition assistance
•Part-time, 5 day week
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Must be 18 years or older
Accepting Applications
Monday - Thursday
8:00am - 4:00pm

$10.00
per hour

MO

Goioeu T.

ti&m

to* S. MAW
3S3-09IS

The Sisters of Phi Mu
would like to
Congratulate

Katie Pawlak
on her pearling to

Ken Boich
CONGRATULATIONS
KATIE!

650 S. Reynolds Rd. Toledo, Ohio
1-800-582-3577

Woman end minorities ere encouraged to pin the teem

• SOUTH PADRE ISLAND*
.PAJJAMA CITY BEACH.
• STEAMBOAT'
■ BRECKENBIDGE •
• DAYTONA BEACH.

• fULi

www.snnchase.com
1>800>SUHCHASZ
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SEATTLE—The American Bar
Association urged Congress
Tuesday lo restrict who can sue
over exposure to cancer-causing
asbestos, a stand that could cut
the business of its own members.
The position aligned the country's largest lawyers association
with business and insurance
groups, its opponents on many
issues.
But ABA leaders argued that
lawyers should accept blame for a
crisis in courts overwhelmed with
600,000 asbestos claims, as well
as the bankruptcies of dozens of
companies that were sued.
"This is not tort reform, it's
scandal reform," said Terrence
Lavin, a Chicago plaintiffs' attorney. "I have watched helplessly as
some, but not all, members of the
asbestos bar have made a mockery of our civil justice system and
inflicted financial ruin on corporate America."
Asbestos, a heat-resistant mineral once used widely in inxula
tion and fireproofing, has been
found to cause severe, sometimes
deadly,
health
problems.
Companies that ran mines and

shipyards or used asbestos in
products have been sued by former workers and consumers.
Mary Alexander, president of
the Association ofTrial Lawyers of
America, argued that the ABA
recommendations would close
courts to 90 percent of the people
who have sued.
"Those who are sick but not
dying would be denied," she said
during a spirited debate on the
final day of the ABAJs winter meeting in Seattle.
The ABA did not consider caps
on jury awards, supported by
some groups. Instead, it tried to
differentiate between people who
are really sick and those who are
not. Now, that is left up to a jury.
The ABA plan sets medical
standards for people who have
been exposed to asbestos but do
not have cancer. Those who do
not qualify under the standards
could not sue. They could go to
court later if their conditions
worsen.
The issue was one of the more
controversial of the proposals
taken up during the meeting.
Union opponents handed out
letters critical of the plan outside
the convention center on

Monday, and opponents and
supporters both brought people
with asbestos-related health
problems to Seattle to influence
the debate.
"You've got to be knocking on
death's door, close to the Grim
Reaper to get into court" under
the ABA standard, said Les
Skramstad, a former mine worker
from Libby, Mont., who suffers
from asbestosis.
ABA leaders said Libby victims
would not be restricted by the
proposal. That was disputed by
Skramstad's
lawyer,
Roger
Sullivan, who held up a picture of
an ill woman during the debate
and said the plan "punishes the
very people it should help the
sick and dying of Libby."
As many as 120.000 people
have lost their jobs because of
lawsuits that have forced more
than 60 more companies into
bankruptcy protection in the past
few years, former federal judge
Nathaniel (onessaid.
Jones said the ABA should use
its power to lobby Congress for a
solution. Business groups are also
pushing for new laws.

1 month unlimited tanning $30
2 months unlimited tanning • $50
Semester unlimited tanning - $55
Campus Tanning. 352-7889.
MR. SPOTS WING NIGHT
Every Wednesday 5-8 p.m.
All wings 25 cents In house only

SPRING BREAKi
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199.
Includes 7 Nights Hotel.
6 Free Parties'
24 Hrs. Free Dunks'
Cancun & Jamaica'
From $459
www.spnngbreaktravel.com
1800 678 6386

Services Offered

Affordable quality child care by Mom
& licensed social worker. Meals.
snacks. S tun educational activities
Toni at 353-2901

Lost/Found

By Gina Holland

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
5 days. Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials'
inci Port. Departure. Hotel Taxi
""*"" *TriTlHh1liHrfflYfjl HOT
1.800 678 6386

.pom.

Lawyers group calls
for asbestos limits

Personals

$279.

NEWS

DEBATE: Asbestos victims Norita and Les Skramstad, formerly of Libby Mont., are shown Monday, Feb.
10 at a hotel in Seattle, where they are slated to speak against the American Bar Association's plan to
endorse industry efforts limiting who can sue in asbestos cases.

Travel

Found Palm Pilot
in Wat Mart parking lot.
Call to identity. 419-686-0028

Professional Magician
The best party entertainment
around! 419-583-6647 call Christian
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Travel

»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida. Best
Prices! Space is limited1!!
1 -800-234-7007
wvAv.endlesssummertours.com
Celebrity Spring Break brought to
you by StudentCity.com! Book now
& save up to $100 on all International trips. Party like a rock star w
MAXIM Magazine & Jackass's
Steve-O. Call 1 800-293-1445
lor details, email
online at www.studenicitv com
SPRING BREAK C.incun. Jamaica.
S. Padre & Florida. Free parlies,
tood & drinks! BEST holels & LOWEST priceslwww.breakerslravel com
(800| 575-2026

Personals

Bartender trainees needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1 800-293-3985 ext 626

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs' Student Groups
Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester
wilh a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program'
tt works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888|
923-3238 or visit
www.camcuslunflrai ser.com

V PisaneNo's V
Send your Valentine a
"heart-shaped pizza"
No extra charge 352-5166

Help Wanted
$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided
1 800 293-3985 exl 541
400 counselors instructors needed'
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww lohikan com
500 SUMMER CAMP JOBS"' NY.
PA. MASS www summercampemployment com or 800 443 6428
Babysitter needed tor 2T.
1-1 1/2 weekdays, some weekends.
Ref needed Please call 686-1877
Camp Counselor for children w/ disabilities Musi have strong work ethic and be interested in making a difference in the life of a child. $7-$11
hr. 35 hr/wk, summer only. 6 sites in
Summit County. Must enjoy outdoor
activities Call 800-CYO CAMP for
an application. EOE.
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19-8/16/03). If
you love children & want a caring,
tun environment we need female
staff as Directors & Instructors tor:
Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Swimming. Waterskiing. Sailing. Team
Sports. Cheerleading. Ropes.
Camping/Nature. Drama. Ceramics.
Photography. Videography. Silkscreen. Batik. Printmaking. Sculpture. Calligraphy. Guitar. Jewelry.
Piano. Aerobics, Martial Arts, Baking. Other positions: Group Leaders,
Administrative/Driver, Nurses
(RN's). On-Campus Interviews
March 19th. Apply on-line at
www.campyiaynflgirlsoom or call
1-800-279-3019
Male models needed 18-25 yr. old.
for short Independent films.
Quick work for fast cash. Contact
Tweek Promotion for more Inlo.
models@tweekpromo.com

Night Owls Wanted
Perfect for:
Supplemental Income
College Students
Retirees, Part-timers
MIDNIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE
PART-TIME AND VARIOUS
CONTINGENCY WORKERS

(All Shifts) COULD WORK INTO FULL TIME
Residential Services Specialist for 24-hr. Housing

STOP IN AND SEE
US AT
WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The flying fish
has been
known to glide
up to 90
metres!

> Have you*
•found your
» Valentine,
£

••••••

-

Facility in Bowling Green, Oh. Your easy-going
personality, good attendance, and punctuality
wins you this position working with mentally/
emotionally challenged individuals. Call Deloris
at (419) 352-9504 ex.3606 or fax your resume
to (419) 728-0330.
Application Packets Available

l^i

Behavioral Connections Is an Equal Opportunity Employer

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
Sonu'ihinii
( Icui - Comfortable

Affordable

olol

601 }** Sirrci
I Bdrm I urn
nh Iciu- S.rVS.WVmonih

Friday, February 21st
10pm to 1am
Student Recreation Center
1 Bdrm Iu
9-12 Month Ram
Skunk Mop on property

This year Big Playground is giving away a DVD player, gift certificates to Westfield Shopping Town (Franklin Park
Malll and to a local travel agency!

WANT TO WIN BIG?
Bring your donations to David 's House for Big Playground to exchange for raffle tickets. Donations needed include
deodorant, toilet paper, toothpaste, toothbrushes and laundry detergent. (New and unused items only, please)
Alcohol-related environmental messages will also be accepted in exchange for raffle tickets.

""10 7th St.
2 Bdrm Unfum
l-'pdatrd kitchen* «' diihwiihcn
Shuttle nop on property

< .ill \=>i Vi 1-5

Questions? Please contact 372-9355.
Sponsored by: Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, ODADAS, UCADI, FADE. Student Legal Services, Panhellenic Council,
Office of the Vice President of Student Affairs, Student Recreation Center, Office of Residence Life Special Programs

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

For Sale

/tfytfcj

brought to you by

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEYI Sports camp in Maine
Coaches needed, Tennis, Basketball, Baseball. Water-Sports, Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golt, Archery.
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(8881-844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com

Bed brand new. Queen size pillow
lop set. lull warranty. Will sacrifice
$179 can deliver Call 419-392-7465

SUMMER AND
FULL TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT
YACHTING CLUB SEEKS OUTGOING FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS.
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED
CANDIDATES AS:
SERVERS.
BUSSERS.
HOST/HOSTESS,
BARTENDERS,
DOCK ATTENDANTS,
LIFEGUARDS,
LOCKER ROOM ATTENDANTS,
LINE COOKS/PREP COOKS,
DISHWASHERS,
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS,
SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS.

For Rent

INCENTIVE PROGRAM/FLEXIBLE
HRS. EXCELLENT PAY!
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW.
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DR.
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116
(440) 333-1310 EXT 225
Wanl men willing lo learn & work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is oul tor the
summer until the middle ol Aug.
Work consists ol operating equipment, including floor buffers & floor
sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out & painting game lines &
art work & applying gym floor finish.
We will thoroughly train you in all
phases of the work. Job pays S8/hr
You can expect between 40 50hrsAvk. Hrs. can be flexible. Must
be punctual & reliable & willing lo
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or fax
resume to 419-385-6483

Dining room table, 4 chairs,
hutch & buffet. Cherry finish.
Sell $950. Call 419-509-8342

"03-04 Apis, for rent Going fasl. all
next to campus & in quiet areas for
study. Listings avail 24/7 316 E.
Merry "3.353-0325 9am-9pm
"Discounted security deposits
avail, for last 3 Lg. houses. S.Y. or
12 mo. leases. 303 E. Merry- huge
covered porch. 916 3rd SI.- new carpel, 6 bdrms. ind all utilities.
211 E Reed A S B- will have 2 full
baths 321 E. Merry Apt. C6 bdrms Call 9am-9pm 353-0325
03-04 APARTMENTS
352-3445
03-'04 Houses & Apartments
616 Second SI. - 800 Third SI.
3 blocks off campus Call 354-9740.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments available
m serene park-like setting. Includes
appliances, heal S refurbished entries. Bowling Green Village. 419352-6335.
1 bdrm. apt. 215 E Poe Rd. apt. «7.
$300/mo. until June 1. After June 1,
$405/mo. 419-353-5800.
1 female subleaser needed ASAP!
309 High St. Own bdrm
Call 354-2314 or 419-283-1748.

Call 330-629-9445
AVAILABLE TODAY! Sublease a lg.
2 bdrm. apt. thru May. $400/mo. unfurn. w/ new A/C, fridge and D/W.
Pels ok. near campus, friendly area.
DON'T MISS! 419-352-2919
BG Apis-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail Mayor August
$500 & gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Renlals 419-352-8917
COOPERATIVE LIVING
3 bdrm. Across from campus
303 Thurslin Ave. $810 mo. * ulil!

419-352-7534
Homes 4 Apts. for 03-04 school yr.
1-3 person-12 mo. leases only.
Smith Apt. Renlals 419-352-8917.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
House 2 blocks from campus.
3 bdrm. wsh/dry, dshw, microw,
2 car garage. $1350/mo -futil. 12
mo/lease avail. May. 419-787-7577
Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks of campus for 03-04
school year Call 352-7454

2 houses for rent close to campus.
239 Manville & 835 Sth St.
May leases, no pets.
Call Frobose Renlals 419-352-9392

Stud, discount rale on a furn. studio.
Immediate possession! $299/mo.
Call lor details at 352-7691

3 Bdrm. house 236 Troup SI.
Avail. 03-04 school yr. $1000/mo ♦
ulil. 12 mo. lease 419-308-1405

Subleaser needed ASAP- share a
2 BR 1 1/2 bath apt. 724 S. College
»19. Call Jennifer al 330-338-7675

3 bdrm house, 2 bdrm. house,
2 bdrm. apt, 3 bdrm. apt, *
efficiency apt. All in excellent
condition. 11 1/2 mo/leases.
Avail. Aug. 15.
Close to University.
Call 419-686-4651

Subleaser needed May-Aug. 10.
$395/mo. 2 bdrm., furnished.
419-352-4266

For Sale
$500 Police Impounds!
Cars/lrucks/SUV's from $500.
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558

AVAILABLE 8/03
• 3 bdrm. house, 606 Clough, ample pkg , w/d, dw, 1 blk from campus. $950 mo.
• 3 bdrm. apt., 243 S. Prospect
(North apt.) w/d hook-up, new carpel, close to campus & dnm $900
mo. Includ. all util.
• 1 bdrm. apt. 243 S. Prospect
(South apt.) $450/mo incl all util.
Small pet OK w/ extra deposit.
' Small 2 bdrm apt 243 1/2 S.
Prospect (above garage) $400/mo.
' Two 2 bdrm. apis. 700 Jackson
A&B. Newly remodeled. Ouiel area.
$495/mo.

Apartments • All Sizes May S Aug.
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt.

'93 Oldsmobile Achieva with blown
headgasket. now brakes. Good car
for parts. $750 or OBO. Call
440-258-1881 or 419-214-3252.

Avail Feb.1, 2003. 4 bdrm. house
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt
furnished Both close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651

Bdrm. queen sleigh bed. includes
nightstand. chest, dresser & mirror.
Sacrifice $675. Call 419-509-8342

Avail, now. Efficiency, 1 lg. rm. with
private bath. Unlum. Grad student
preferred. 352-5822.
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ACROSS

1 Fundamental
6 Police broadcast
alerts: abbr.
10 Cassowary kin
14 Legend maker
15 Whistle blast
16 See-ya!
17 Mature
18
sapiens
19 Successful shots
20 HST successor
21 Nifty winds?
24 Orchestra section
26 Sleuth Queen
27 Control
29 Perfume Ingredient
31 Nuptial vows
32 Stumble
34 Less chancy
39 Lay asphalt
40 Christmas drop-in
42 Chomp

43
45
46
47
49
51
55
56
59
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

BGSU

ii I.II:I in. HI Inc.

^vJE^CA
MnuH^nitni Ii-ic.
White Castle. 610 N. Main
1 Bdrm.

Unique Floor plans

DINING ROOMS
RESERVATIONS

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details
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BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
Sunday, March 2 • SRC
$5 par parson
(3-4 player per team)
Sign up at the SRC
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Want to try
the wall?
Drop in &
TRY
CLIMBING!

WALL

'.I

. ,.,!' .'. ' .'

CUmbrng Wa» Hours
Monday-Wednesday.
4:10-10:10 pm
Thursday-Friday:
4:30-S:30pm

"iTBDRM

1*

1

Spring 2003 Hours
lay-WadiMsday:
l:30-5:Mpm
Thursday:
l:0O-5:SOpm
it

W
$200

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

$200
$100

2003/2004
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit Cash)

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

$100
FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03

Mecca Money
$100

$100

$200

2 BDRM

$200

m

Information
Sessions*

CiilllMllor

February 24 • 12-1 pm
30S BTSU
February 2S • 9:1 Spm
3ISBTSU
"Must attend one
session to apply for fob
Applications
available Feb. 26'
6am in the SRC
Call 2.7481 for info

CA
Management Inc.

Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the wehsite
www.meccabg.com
Hillsdalc Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apts. DishwasherGarbage Disposal. Il/2 BathsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms, Laundry
on site. BGSU Bus Slop.

A FEW OPEN NOW

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1/03-2/14/03
Management Inc.

Mecca Money

Management Inc.

Representative •

Equipment Room

Supervisor ■ SRC PfH Floor
Supervisor ■ Aquatics Staff
• cm. FA Instructor •
Outdoor Program Staff

U«ni|(rmrnl Inc.

2003/2004
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit Cash)

Bring this coupon
into our office for
details

Positions Available:

SHI F*W tustomer Servke

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
$200

1 BDRM

EMPLOYEE HIRING

February 23 • 6-7p
30S BTSU

FITWELL CENTER

Mecca Money

/rviEfcCA

Graceland, S. Church
2 Mill ins Duplex
2 Bdrm ahovc Garage
I car garage for each
Washer/Dryer hook-ups
Close to Downtown

» 1
■i

'Sans r

Climbing Wall

students:

SMOKING AND
NON-SMOKING

Blue House 120 N. Prospccl.

M

i

L,A'.I«JII!I;!LV<
EXTENSIVE

$200

Parkview Apt. 1045 N. Main
1 & 2 Bdrm
12 month leases
Sits hy Evergreen Apartments
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eerefitional Snort!

R.rucrauon DoadNno: Wed,Fab. IS

ABXAE*IHh')KAMNOn0PITYQE4'Z

/fCJEfcCA

i

(419)353-5800

Cost: $65-$80

163 S. MAIN ST

2 Bdrm / 3 Bdrm
12 monili lease only
Close lo Downiown / Campus

N

Stop hv our om • ii I045N Manor

^

(419)353-2277

or check the website
www.meccafog.com

i

1
0

Graduate Housing for next year.
208/ 210/ 212 S. Church Street
2 Bdrm/ 1 Car Garner

Ski/Snowboard Trip

to our community.
We are proud to have you back!

Call 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING

3

H
3

V

WINE LIST

NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004

ANSWERS
H

S

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

C

Management Inc.

55
57
58
60
61
65

Ore producers
Until
Interstate entrance
Put up with
Nitty little letters?
Collar type
Dollars for quarters
Emmy or Oscar

Cafe au
Bookkeeper's book
Shortened a sail
Nimble
sprawl
Take care ol
Jazzy winds
The _ House Rules'
■Dies_"
Rival ol AmEx
Border lake
Swerve •
_ you kidding me?

w w w . b g s i

THE PANHELLENIC
COUNCIL WELCOMES
Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.

54

29
30
33
35
36
37
38
41

'
^

^
Management Ine.

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE 1972

ABXAEOrniOKAMNOnePrTYQEH'Z
Sm

c

28 ■_ Bode-

Little
Kitty's comment
Privy to
Brenner Pass range
Fervent
Melbourne male
Crawl
Nifty continental line?
Gun it in neutral
Old World goal
Crisscross framework
Laissez
Tardy
Relaxed state
Banks of the Cubs
Slaughter of baseball
Stem section
Discourage

Boston Mills & Brandywine Ski
Resorts
Saturday, February 12 from
«:30am-7:30pm

i

Exalted poet
Etcher's substance
Nitty Wast?
Dander
Call off
, Porthos and Aramis
Still part ol a stream
Flop
Mall tenants
Merman of show biz
Indian com
Say
Flippant
44
-Golden Boy48
dramatist
50
23 Antlered animals
51
25 Ford flop
52
27 Pelvic pieces
53
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
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Management
inc.

$200

2003/2004
1 coupon per unit
(Deposit Cash)

$200

$100

1 BDRM

$100

Iliiii/Mii Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
1 Bdrm, A/C,Dishwashcr.
Garbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

Management Inc.
Mmilirmtnl lur.
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Mecca Money
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Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St

FOR 2 WEEKS ONLY
2/1 /03-2/14/03

Will do a few semester leases
Spring and/or Fall

$100

Stop by our office at
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Now more than ever, all people must be together. Every sister every brother everywhwere who feels the time is in the air, for common blood flows
through common veins and common eyes all see the same.
Now more than ever people must be together.
Obsidian is a volcanic glass which is formed from molten lava. We have
acquired the name, because as a glass it is reflective. As a magazine we
should be reflective of the people we serve and their interests. A volcacanic eruption and the pouring of lava is also significant, for it is an indication of this magazine which holds as one of its functions to erupt interest
and awareness from the people.
The Obsidian has stood out for its significant meaning to this magazine
which is a reflection of peoples of color.

A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR...
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s
holiday was recently celebrated,
remarks from President George
W. Bush mocked the celebration
with inappropriate comments,
we are currently celebrating
Black History Month, HipHop/Rap is defining us instead
of us defining Hip-Hop/Rap, and
the University of Michigan is facing charges of reverse discrmination.
What does this all mean?
All of these elements merged
together balance out to the truth
that "we have come a long way
and yet nothing has changed."
Have we, the current generation
dutifully continued to fight where
our ancestors left off in their fight
to acheive what African
American's have struggled for
since our arrival in the
America's- the right to be treated
equal. Or have we settled?
Settled for a leader/president

who doesn't respect or even
care about us as a people, settled for unequal and segrated
schools which far too many of us
are a product of, and for a
regression in every advance our
people, through their blood,
have attained? What have we
done? What have we produced?
What have we even kept alive?
We enjoy the use of the word
nigger, women selling their bodies "is a good thing now," the
back of the bus is the coolest
place to sit, we do not read, we
won't develop our language and
writing and we think coming
from good values isn't "keepin it
real."
People often say that we have
won our battle with equal rights
and opporunities and there is
nothing to fight for. Of course
there isn't! That's the game plan!
We may not have to worry about
being kicked out of school for

being black or being spit at, or
even killed (and this is not
entirely true), but these extreme
measures are generally no
longer necessary. All they have
to do is "sell us a new culture"
(Chuck D), that says school is
lame and we won't bother. We
won't fight for better textbooks;
we wont even fight to attend
school!
Friday February 3, 2003 was
our chance. Our chance to
take all of our discrepencies,
bad experinces, and unwelcome memories of BG and let
them know we care and won't
take it. It was our time to sow a
seed for our children and their
children. Sure the rally/march
seemed to be "small time," but
what it represented was much
greater. Marching in support of
Affirmative Action, in that very
moment I felt and connected
with the blood, energies, and

souls of those that inhabit my
entire African American being.
Every student, every leader,
every grandmother, grandfather,
mother, father, uncle, aunt, etc;
every heart, mind and soul
who refused to settle.
Walking from Saddlemire to
the Union with a crowd that were|
in unison of their support for our
future was exciting. Knowing
that teachers had made this an
extra credit assignment made
me feel cheated. Seeing white
students carrying signs behind
us that were not in support of
my well being, hurt. Being
mocked by tables of whitl boys
as we walked from into the
Union made me sick. But under- j
standing how those that had
marched in the past must have
felt was truly touching.
-Samantha M. Sims
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educating the masses
on the who, what, when,
By: Marina King and Johnel Gore
Guest Columnists
In its chaotic 30-year history, Affirmative Action has both
been praised and pilloried as an
answer to racial inequality. The
policy was first introduced in 1965
by President Lydon B. Johnson
as a method of redressing discrimination that persisted in spite
of civil rights laws and constitutional guarantees. Affirmative
Action is a government program
to overcome the effects of past
societal discrimination by allocating jobs and resources to members of specific groups, such as
minorities and women. The policy was implemented by federal
agenicies enforcing the Civil
Rights Acts of 1964 and executive
orders, which provided that government contracts and educational Institutions recevtng federal
funds develop such programs.
Focusing in particular on educa-
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tion and jobs, affirmative action
policies required that active measures be taken to ensure that
minorities enjoyed the same
opportunities for promotions,
salary increases, career advancement, school admissions, scholarships, and financial aid that had
been nearly exclusive provinces
of whites. Affirmative actionwas
envisioned as a temporary remedy that would end once there was
a "level playing field" for all
Americans.
Affirmative action is fair
because it levels the playing field
so people of color and all women
have the chance to compete in
education and in business. White
men hold 95% to 97% of highlevel corporate job, and that's with
afrrramtive action programs in
place. Imagine what the percentages would be if there wasn't
affirmative action. Despite the
enormous gains made by fie civil
rights and womens right movements, women and people of
color stM face unfair obstaoies in
business and education. People
need to understand that att types
of people get 'special'' consideration when applying for jobs or to
schools, veterans often get preferences in the workplaces and on
campuses- which usually benefit
men more than women. The children of alumni get preferential
treatment over others in admission to college (just look at

George Bush who was a beneficiary of one kind of affirmative
action- the kind that favored the
sons of Yale graduates). Friends
help friends and acquaintances
get jobs; sororities and fraternities
network the very same way. But
when the majority benefits from
the very same situation, no one
has a problem- "seems like double standards to me." It is important to realize that affirmative
action= egual opportunities not
preferential treatment. Affirmative
Action programs merely acknowledge that hundreds of years of
discrimination cannot be erased
in a few decades. Affirmative
action only opens doors; women
and people of color have to walkthrough those doors by themselves.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION WILL
NO LONGER BE NEEDED
WHEN...
- We can stop having separate
classes for minority issues and
have the issues incorporated in
the everyday classroom.
- Martin Luther King Jr. Is
acknowledged (on Ms national
holiday) by the BG News in a
larger article than a typical
everyday sports article.
• Schools are better equipped
wtth books, technology, and
tools to make the educational
system mere equal regardless
of economic status or race
- Deshawn and Javier (who
have the same credentials as
Peter and Bob) have the same
opportunity to be hired for a
position (racial profiling of
names).
- In social settings composed
of white Americans, minorities
are no longer referred to as

"you people.'
- Educating minorities becomes
equally as important as enlisting them in the army and playing sports (all which helps the
economy of the U.S.)
- We don't need certain months
to recognize that certain
Americans have contributed to
the success of our nation.
- Demographics percentages
become equal across the board
in school admission and job
opportunities (50-50 vs. 90-10
as it is now- in which 10%
includes Blacks, Asians,
Hispanics, Native Americans,
etc.)
President Lyndon B. Johnson
said it best in his 1965 commencement address at Howard
University: "Fairness requires
more than a commitment to
impartial treatment. You do not
take a person who for years has
been hobbled by chains and liber
ate him, bring him up to the starting line of a race and then say,
"you're free to compete with all
the others, and still justly believe
that you have been completely
fair. Thus it ie not enough just to
open the gates of opportunity, but
also realize that all citizens must
have the ability to walk through
those gates...we seek not ...just
equality as a right and a theory,
but equality as a fact and equality
as a re6urt."
These sites were used to support
the above facts: www.now.org
"Talking about affirmative action"
www.infoplease.com "Bakke and
Beyond- "A History and Timeline
of Affirmative Action"
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What the Students at
BG had to say about
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
WHITE ST UDENT*
Ob you le

stive
Action hi
niria|.ed
against you in some way?

COMMBT

BOTH
WHITE/BLACK
STUDENTS

had about 30 years to accumulate
wealth then there must be a system in place to correct some of
that historical damage."
- "Affirmative Action is necessary
due to the fact that America is supposed to be the land of the free.
But it is not fair for all races.
Minorities were not treated equal in
America since beginning and are
still not treated equal. So yes
Affirmative Action is necessary.
Slavery just ended a few years ago.
We are not totally free; free within
ourselves but not in America."
- "At this time yes until we find
alternate means of equally distributing opportunity. This will probably
never happen because capitalism is
not set up that way."
- "Unfortunately yes...there are still
white employers who may harbor
pre- conceived ideas of how blacks
may work...I think Affirmative Action
allows some minorities to not put
forth their best effort."

- "I feel it is necessary tor helping ■
the discrimination of blacks and giving them a better, opportunity even
though it is not an equal opportunity."
- "Affirmative Action would not be
necessary if we didn't hife to
check those boxes'ofl^fiint race
you are."
- "As of now yes, but I feel'the idea
of it is discriminative to some group
at all times. Until there is no bias, it
is necessary."
- "Yes, but I'm not sure there the
current system is the best one for
solving our social problemss. The
current solution is somewhat outdated and could benefit from revision.
-"Yes because if there were none
the world would go back to segregation and it would be extremely
hard for blacks to move up in corporations even with the qualifications."

Do you feel Affirmative Action
is necessary?
YES: 27
NO: 3
COMMENTS:
- "No, since there is a whole bunch
of job opportunities that are out
there and anybody can get a job."
- "To an extent yes, but it should
not be used as an excuse for any
reason."
- "It is Important that jobs
are open to everyone, and
it helps to block biases."
- "It would be ignorant to
trust people to reward
without prejudice against
race, gender, and so on.
Students may file the 2003-2004 FAFSA on the Web at
So these laws are neceswww.fafsa.ed.gov Paper applications are also available within the
sary to enforce anti- discrimination."
Student Financial Aid (SFA), 231 Administration Building.
- "Even though some feel •
that it is reverse discrimination, I feel that It is a
When filing your FAFSA, be sure to include BGSU's federal
step toward equaling
school code number: 003018 so your information can be
things out because whites,
recieved electronically from the processing center.
(when hiring etc.), are
always given the benefit of
the doubt and minorities
are always facing skeptiStudents can visit the SFA web site at www.bgsu.edu/offices/fa to
cism."
view the Scholarship Guide for 2003-2004, as well as answer
- "Of course, most defigeneral questions about the financial aid process.
nitely! I I think it is very
important for the black
community because as an
If you have additional questions or concerns, financial aid
African American I feel it is
representatives are available Monday through Friday,
part of my rights."

f\ourU the time to file the 200S-2004 Free
Application,for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)

BLACK STUDENTS
Are you here at BG due to
some sort of minority economic basis such as financial
aid or minority scholarship?
NO: 3
YES: 11

- "When you examine the
fact that blacks have only

8:00 am-5:00 pm at (419) 372-2651 or FAX (419) 372-0404;
no appointments necessary for in-person counseling sessions.
SFA email: sfa@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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"THE LIGHTER THE SKIN, THE MORE YOU FIT IN?"
- Samantha Sims
Editor in Chief
Simply put, "I think I'm all that;" or
at least that is what I have been
accused with all my life. Immediately, I
am usually associated with knowing I
am all that, acting like I am all that,
and being snub towards other people
because they are not all that. This is
hardly the truth. Because I am always
put on the spot or looked at twice I
have developed numerous insecurities
that cause me to keep to myself; thus
almost fitting the accusations of not
being "friendly enough" with people.
Simply put I feel as if I am already
judged and in most instances disliked
before I even get to acknowledge
someone, and because people are so
obvious with their thoughts and
resentment, I am given negative vibes
that deter me from attempting to be
"friendly."
Being of a light complexion has
been somewhat of a handicap in pursuing my career/interests as well. I
am African American and I love being
African American. I take pride in my
culture, heritage, and ethnicity. I
attended predominately African
American schools lived in an African
American community, and was raised
with the traditional practices/style of
African Americans. I proudly speak on
African American issues and am
adamant about empowering our community, however because of my skin
color I am occasionally questioned or
looked at awkwardly, as if to ponder if
I have claim enough to speak on the
issues. Its somewhat discouraging
that I have so much love and respect
for my race but lack the obvious characteristics that would associate me
with it.

Outside of the false,
Pre-judgment and misconceptions about my approaches,
being of a lighter complexion
is at times downright embarrassing! I blush very easily
and I feel as if I have to
always be perfect because
people are looking for the sim
plest thing to knock me about
Constantly being questioned
about "what I am" is also a
nuisance, but I would rather
have people be straightforward and ask versus gawking
and whispering.
Stereotypes truly have us
all trippin, but the truth of the
matter is I have always
admired brown/ dark skin
complexions in their silky,
flawless, smoothness and
immediate proof of their
"Blackness."

2 women speak from
2 perspectives of
1 RACE

"THE DARKER THE BERRY THE SWEETER THE JUICE?"
- Kelly Dukes
Feature Writer
Being African-American is not
easy, being an African-American
woman has its difficulties as well.
I remember being told as a child
that in life, you are only granted
three strikes and I already had
two. However in the third grade I
was made aware, by my Black
classmates that I in fact did have
a third strike to work against, my
skin. Being dark-skinned is not a
burden; it has not killed me but
only made me stronger.
Nevertheless, the ills that come
with it are harsh and at times
overbearing.
The idea of being "Black"
stems from the concept of darkness. The darkness of the
African skin is what attracted
Europeans to the continent, as
well as one of the motives for
supposed Black inferiority. This
idea trickled slowly through the
nation infecting the Black community. The belief became that
dark skinned equaled unintelligence, uncleanness, and low
moral standards; as a child,
these concepts were revealed
through "African Booty
Scratchers" and "Kizzy" namecalling.
As an adult the thoughts of
dark vs. light seems to have
diminished, but every now and
then someone decides to remind
me that my skin still resembles
that of my ancestors. I find it
jfunny that we find fear and ugliness even amongst ourselves,
ideas that were introduced into
our heads by greed. Is it more
difficult to be a dark skinned
African-American? In a culture

that praises the paleness in skin and
straight hair, it has its complexities.
Unlike other Blacks with lighter
skin, it is harder for me to assimilate
into White culture. The darkness of
my skin screams, "I'm Black, get
back!" I must put on my best "white
girl" voice to get a job or good customer service. I know that most
African-Americas receive this same
treatment, but when your skin is as
dark as the first people enslaved, ill
treatment takes on a different meaning. It says to me, you are Black.
You can't hide or deny it, you can't
brag about having Indian in you or
good French blood that shows
through your Creole hair. You are a
reminder of what was supposed to
be destroyed and your presence is
not welcomed.
The saddest notion is that as
whites decrease in calling us nigger,
we taught our children not to have
hair like Kizzy and to stay away from
all that "African stuff." We have
allowed ourselves to grow accustom
to the slave mind state and in my
opinion this is the problem, not in our
skin tones but in our mentalities,
both light and dark.

thing about a woman mentally?

FORUM
(A short discussion on women)
Marcus Simpson- Sophomore
Nate Williams- Freshman
Michael Goggins- 3rd year
Dwane Mitchell- Sophomore
Q: How do you feel about interracial dating?
NW: If it's your preference go for it
but for me it is not an option.
MS : I feel like those that choose to
miss out on some good sistah's.
DW: Personally I have no problem
with it although I probably wouldn't.
MG : If it's true love , fine love is
color blind, but I feel like we're
already a lost nation as a people
we're not gone find ourselves dating
outside our race.
Q : Why do some guys choose
to have a girlfriend and then
still mess around. What is the
point?

': A lot of guys like to
jjhave their cake and eat it
jtoo. I blame society
jbecause the guys on T.V.
jthat get looked up to are
jone's that run around with
la bunch of women for
[example the Fresh Prince.
IMS : Men do it to sharpen
■their sword you know
make sure they still got it, like a sport
such as fishing, catch it and throw it
back.
DM : It's a void their trying to fill
because they (eel incomplete and
empty as a person.
MG : It comes down to a moral foundation. Men need role models to
show them what it is to be in a good
relationship and most of us didn't
have that. How are we to blame
then?
Q : What's the most annoying
thing a female could do?
NW : Shyness bothers me like the
girls who something might be bothering them and they don't say anything.
MS : Girls that talk to hear themselves like they trying to sound live
as if their afraid silence is going to
make them feel like they gone be
empty if they shutup.
DM : Gossip and spreading rumors.
MG : Mind Games and a fake image.

NW: Not afraid they don't know how
to or are just not ready and they
don't know how to tell the girl.
MS: They feel like they might miss
out on something unsure of themselves.
DM: They like to have a lot of
options they don't want to be restricted.
MG : Afraid of missing out on something else.

NW : When she is outgoing and has
a lot of energy.
MS : She is able to intrigue my mind
and keep me interested.
DM : A woman with a relationship to
God.
MG : Knowledge, she can teach me
something.

Q : What's the most attractive
thing about a woman physically?

Q : What is the key to a long
term relationship?

NW : face and butt
MS : butt

NW : Understanding, getting points
across without arguing and know
when the argument is a lost cause
don't just try to win if you know your
wrong.
MS : Liking them beyond typical
things like sex, dress, and looks. Be
able to accept each others flaws and
grow together.
DM : Love of course, compatibility on
a spiritual and personality level. In
order to find love you need to know
who you are as a person to know
what to look for.
MG: It stems from trust. The type of
love where your constantly seeing
that person in yourself they make
you better.

DM : face
MG : eyes
Q : Would you mind your wife
making more money or would
you feel like less of a man?
NW : If she didn't rub it in my face
MS : No, because I wouldn't have to
work as hard and we could focus on
other things.
DM : As long as she's doing what
she wants, her money is mine and
mine is hers.
MG : I think it's attractive as long as
she's spending it on me.

Q : What's the most attractive
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A nice body,
kind heart,
knows how
to treat a
woman, a
beatlful
mind, body

and soul:
altogether
lovely.

Personality, smells
good, clean cut.
well groomed, j
dance.

Their mind, body plus
a face like Morris
Chestnut.

What makes a male or female a Dime?"

FEMALES
Their
ward
appearance, goals
in life and
attitude.

gence, grace, and
inner beauty.
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Who is Chuck D? Spike
Lee calls him " one of the
most politically and socially
conscious artists of any generation.''
Chuck D couldn't have been
on the lecture scene since
1989 having spoke at over
500 universities, high
schools, prisons, and organizations; he has.
Chuck D only received a
Patrick Lippert Award for
community service in 1996
for his "Rock The Vote" and
Musiccares campaign's,
plus he ran anti-drug television commercials.
Chuck D only released
"Fight The Power" a national
bestseller in 1997 which is
now out on paperback.
Chuck D only started the
internet underground radio
station bringthenoise.com
Chuck D only kicked off a
full service online info network entitled rapstation.com
bringing technology to the
front steps of the rap world.
Chuck D isn't hosting his
own segment on a Fox
News Cable channel; he is.
We weren't hype about him
coming here though
we
were !
If you were not there you
didn't miss anything-you did!
Chuck D on the exploitation of black music and
Hip Hop
During his lecture he
made a comment that the
average black person young
or old does not know who
the original blues singers
were. People such as Mavis
Staples, BB King, Solomon
Burke, Natalie Cole, Buddy

Guy, Jim Lee Warren, and
Shameeka Copeland."
Blues is the footprint of all
American Music especially
black music."
" The system has found a
way to detach us from our
past so that our future is
blurry therefore making us
believe we have to live in
the present.." He called
BET the booty and the thug
network. He also referred to
MTV as EMPTV = EMPTY
and UPN as U pick a nigga
network." They want to
show actors, athletes, and
entertainers but not professional people, showing prosperity in the wrong way. "Hip
Hop has detached us from
being smart it used to reflect
the streets and now it
reflects clothes and matenalistics, now you can buy your
hip hop."" You should be
better than the jewelry, not
the jewelry bringing you out."
Chuck discussed how the
smart people are forced to
sit back and except the way
that things are going
because it's on such a wide
scale that they don't have to
take part but they can't really
fight against it either. "Nigga
is not a term of love at
least it wasn 't for the first
325 years." Oh Method
Man turned it around so it's
cool, it's legitimate now and
smart people are forced to
accept this."
Chuck D on corporations
"These corporations they
detach our culture from us
and sell it back." He spoke
on the exploitation of Lebron
James. " Everybody wants
to see if they can get the
Hummer just cause Lebron

James got one. People are
being judged by the quantity of life rather than the
quality." The NBA has gutted out the rights of passage, the notion that you got
to earn this. He went on to
talk about how they are just
looking for a new way to
market the NBA . He
believes that all these black
kids coming straight out of
college going to the NBA are
simply being used as
marketing tools.
Chuck D on community
"Once we serve our community we know we can service the world. Every little
brother or sister is your family if their in your community.
Either your grown or you're
a child. Richness means you
can enhance everything
around you, if you live and
die for money your living and
dying for somebody else's
creation."
"People need to devaluate their perspective, cats
always talking about my
town is wack, the town been
there, you wack, it's not that
the town ain't jumpin off,
you ain't jumpin off!"
"The black community
has been exploited and
put into a petri dish to be
observed."
Chuck D on education
"Get your money's worth
out of college." He used
this example to drive home
the point of getting out of
your education what you put
into it: "If you paid for a
hummer and somebody
gave you a rusty bike you'd
be mad as a mug wouldn't
you ? "
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music
Rated by the Obsidian staff
NAS 'Gods Son"

Cop It!

The Roots "Phrenology"

Cop It!

Solage "Solo Star"

Drop It!

Whitney Houston
"Just Whitney"

Drop It!

50 Cent "Get Rich or Die Tryin" Cop It!
Common "Electric Circus"

Cop It!

Best Break Up Song's

what you listen to 2 feel better
(Student Surveys)
"End of the road"- Boys II Men
"I Wish"- Carl Thomas
"U don't have to call"- Usher
"Kim"- Eminem
"Superman"- Eminem
"Not Gon Cry"- Mary J. Blige
"One last Cry" Bryan McKnight
"Liar"- Joe
"We can't be friends" Deborah Cox & RL
"Can't sleep"- R. Kelly
"Sad Love Song" Toni Braxton
"You got it Bad"- Usher
"Separate"- Avant
"Cry me a river"- Justin Timberlake
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Black
Nationalism
By: Kelly Dukes
Feature Writer
The past MLK days and
Black History Months have
yet to bring to the attention
of African-Americans their
plight and ability to change,
however, I am not blaming
these institutionalized holidays. Like some, I could
blame white people. I certainly feel that Slavery, Jim
Crowe, and the ideologies
practiced by whites in this
country had an impact on the
mind state of every AfricanAmerican. At the same time
that I blame whites for
putting African-Americans in
the situation that we are in, I
blame Blacks for not getting
us out. Many Black organizations rose and fell, while
Black leaders have.been corrupted by a capitalistic system. Where then does that
leave Blacks, AfricanAmericans especially to look
when faced with opposition?
I believe that AfricansAmericans must begin to
adopt a Black Nationalistic
view of themselves and their
surroundings in order to survive in the new era.
To look at Black
Nationalism is to look at the
components of a theoretical
system designed to meet the
needs of black people. The
mam task is to relate sociology to an understanding of the
black condition that will
eventually be applied as a
way to resolve the oppressive condition of the black

masses. The problem seen
is that sociology and other
academic disciplines,
describe few elements of the
social realities in which black
people deal. With limited
exceptions, sociology has
not provided for blacks any
systematic theory concerning
the nature of their oppressed
status, its historical content,
nor the process by which
their deprivation has been
maintained within the social
structure. This standpoint
limits itself solely to the
structures that cause certain
ways of thinking. In so many
words, studying the cause of
the disease instead of the
symptoms. This is the purpose of Black Nationalism. In
addition to studying the interrelationship of political and
economic variables, the institutions and behavioral patterns of blacks are also analyzed in terms of their relationship within the racists
system.
First, Black Nationalism
seeks to create a common
black identity. This level of
nationalism takes a cultural
standpoint, by making a connection to other members of
the African Diaspora through
a common cultural heritage.
This aspect of Black
Nationalism takes into consideration the ideas of PanAfricanism, which acknowledges the African contribution to world civilization, as
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well as the unity between all
African states and those of
African descent around the
world.
Black nationalism also
comments on the basic elements necessary for a new
interpretation of black
uniqueness: black control of
the black community. Mostly
because the black community lies within a realm of economic disenfranchisement in
which blacks are consuming
products but are excluded
from reaping profit. This point
within the ideology promotes
the idea that black economic
power is a key solution to the
plight of African-Americans.
This is not necessarily seen
as a development of black
capitalism. The objective of
black ownership would also
encompass the beliefs of
communalism, not individual
gain. According to Jonna
Zangrando, in the article,
"Black Protest", found in the
Journal of Black Studies,
"Black nationalists seek a
purified and restructured
community, grounded on reciprocity between personal
responsibility to the group
and community support for
the individual participant."
Finally, Black Nationalism
can be defined within a
realm of liberation. This position includes deliverance
from imperialist thoughts and
practices. Historian John
Henrik Clarke stated at a lecture conference, "By struggling against assimilation,
one will raise their political
consciousness level and by

rejecting the concepts of
assimilation, forge a new
idea of themselves." Black
nationalism is a complex ideology important to black cultural development. As a philosophy, black nationalism
acts as a system of cultural
symbols, utilizing culture as
a mediation of political
meaning and historical
change.
Black Nationalism is not
an idea that is easy for many
Blacks and Whites to accept.
Whites consider it reverse
racism, the: "can't we all get
along" syndrome. Whereas
some Blacks feel that we
have reached our accepted
status. Both ethnic groups
look and see no signs above
water fountains or doors and
"In 1928 poet and novbelieve that that KKK is an
old Southern fairy tale. But
elist Claude McKay pub
as college educated people
lished "Home to Harlem'
we must think more logically.
the first fictional work by
Currently, 603,000 Black
males attend a university
an African American to
across the nation, while 791,
reach the best seller
600 rot in jail cells. A survey
list."
conducted by the SUNY
College in New York found
that of 380 Black mothers,
262 were raising those chil"At a historic literary
dren alone. Blacks have yet
awards
banquet during
to be assimilated into the
the Harlem
American culture, and cannot
afford to be sold the idea
Renaissance, Langston
that we are. It is time to step
Hughes earnes first
back and consider the conplace
in poetry with the
sequences of allowing others
to dictate our history, beliefs,
Weary Blues."
and purpose for ourselves. If
we do not, then change will
inevitably slip from our
grasp.

Creative Minds
Movement

"A night of soulful
and
poetic expression.'

March 2, 2003
\ Olscamp 101
7:00
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By: Shaluh Mack

us mn?
By; Danyel Clark

This World is round
Big enough to trap you and have you bound to the ground.
This world is wild too hype to be tamed too crazy to just
Have one name.
This world is careless and carefree it cares less about you and me.
It cares so much it holds most captive never letting you be free.
This world is what people think is a sample of hell.
That's why some of you like it so well.
Heaven and hell's dynasty and damnation is truly a mystery... to reside
here on earth.
This world is where I live but I'm not a product of this environment listen
This world took me astray and tried to take my life away.
But the master of my fate said
" Give my baby back to me. you have infected her with liquor & diseased
her with drugs and weed. Give me my baby back for I shall make her clean."
This World put up a strong fight but naturally sized up to be no match for
the master of my fate.
After that moment I decided never existed.
The master of my fate gave me the unnatural eyesight to see
This world for what it really is.
This World and the Devil's Place will not always exist.
But if you don't know this, ignorant to the truth living in a total bliss.
That world gives you nothing, while you give it your all you think this is good
living, fool you don't know nothing at all.
This world is manipulating and full of mischief if you don't have the proper
hindsight to see this world for what it really is
Your doomed to be blind to the fact that how you live is a big deal.
This world is programmed to kill, steal, and destroy people of
every race, but don't take my word for it because this is your life, I'm just tryin
to get you hip about this place you call home.
This world makes you believe that you're so fresh and so clean, but it takes
the blood of Jesus and what they call the anointing to help you through it.
Hey, do it your way because this is your life, but you better find out what
you're living for or die trying to get right.

FreeKpresfc.

Let me sing you a tune
Let me be your dancing coon
Let me run up and down your field
Let me bounce a ball up and down your court
You see them coloreds be less threatened when they
just be playing sports
Let me shuck and jive
Let me teach you the new dance craze
Let me teach you the hip new phrase
Let me be your walking, talking black dictionary
Don't want no intellectual black cuz they be scary
We often call them revolutionaries
Let me be the funny sidekick acting all docile and shit
Make you laugh a bit
Make you feel good, doesn't it?
Them coloreds be a funny bunch
They just be laughing, dancing, singing,
and having a good time
They be real athletic too this seems to be
'bout the only thing them
coloreds can do
Let me continue to live up to this stereotype
Let me believe to do anything outside of this means
"trying to act white"
AND PLEASE LET ME CONTINUE TO BE FOR YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY

*'
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BACHELOR #1
DEREK HANNA
Derek Hanna is an Aries
who plays basketball and
ifts weights in his spare
lime. Majoring in sports
management he is apart of
the SMART program and
you may have seen him
displaying his talents participating in numerous events
this past semester. The
most romantic thing he's
ever done was taken a girl
on a late night picnic in
which they fed each other
and massaged one another
with oils. He is looking for
a woman who will be all
about him as he will be for
her, willing to compromise,
and meet him half way.
This female must have a
positive attitude and a realistic view of life. He wants
to leave this world known
s a man who was
respectable, intellectual,
having a strong black
consciousness, gentleman, and the smoothest
man that people ever knew.
If you are interested in
getting to know more about
Derek e-mail him at
hannad@bgnel.bgsu.edu
BACHELOR #2
DANIEL CLARK
Daniel Clark is a Pisces
who enjoys weight lifting,
reading, and drawing.
Majoring in visual communications technology in
order to pursue a career in
advertisement marketing.
Involved in P.L.A. and a
R.A. for Harshman Dunbar.
He says the most romantic
thing he's ever done was
created a rose petaled walk

way leading to a present
with one single rose
attached to it for his lady's
birthday in which he also
decorated the room with
balloons. He is looking for a
woman who is goal oriented, articulate, loyal, and
self assured. He wants to
leave this earth remembered as a man who was
warm and loving, a positive
role model, and that used
his leadership qualities for
positivity and inspiration.
If you are interested in
getting to know Daniel better e-mail him at
clarkd@bgnet.bgsu.edu
BACHELOR #3
CAMERON HOLLAND
Cameron Holland is a Virgo
who passes the time
singing writing poetry, reading, exercising, and just
kickin it. He is majoring in
telecommunications with a
minor in recording technology. Involved as a SMART
mentor, in BSU, LSU, and
is a Walt Disney World
College Representative. He
says he's never really had
a girlfriend to do something
romantic for because one
minute they seem to like
what's being shared and
then later claim it meant
nothing. He is looking for a
woman with energy who
isn't so reserved, personality, intellect, trusting, caring,
someone to learn from . He
wants to leave his mark as
a true gentlemen, man of
his word, positive attributes,
defying the stereotypes
associated with black men,
never doing anything to
shame his name.

If you are interested in
getting to know Cameron
more personally e-mail him
at cholla@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
BACHELOR #4
MYRON EVANS
Myron Evans is a
(Cancer who
spends his spare
time working out,
playing basketball, and
watching TV. A finance
major involved in P.L.A. the
SMART program and Hall
Council. The most romantic
thing he's ever done is
cooked for a girl and then
took her to the movies. He
is looking for a woman with
intelligence, personality,
and honesty. He wants to
go out as hard working,
kind hearted, and successful.
If you are interested in
making Myron's acquaintance e-mail him at
mcevans@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
BACHELOR #5
RUFUS BIGGINS
Rufus Biggins is a
Capricorn who loves to
bowl and plays basketball
in his free moments.
Majoring in Biology with
aspirations of becoming a
doctor. Involved with Dry
Dock, BSU, NAACP, Tri
Beta Biology organization
and working. He once surprised a girl by leading her
to believe they were going
to have a boring day and
then took her to a hotel
room filled with rose petals,
candles, champagne, soft
music playing. He removed
the sheets and replaced
them with red satin

sheets. By the side of the
bed was a bowl of hot
chocolate with strawberries dipped in it in which
he fed to her. He is looking for a woman with
maturity, intellect, and
morals. He wants to be
known for being about
his business, not on any
games, and using each
day to the fullest.
If you are interested
in getting to know Rufus
better e-mail him at
rufus @bgnet. bgsu. edu
BACHELOR #6
CHRIS CAFFEY
Chris Caffey is a Pisces
who is a music fanatic
and his other hobby is
girls. He is a political science major involved with
the radio station on campus. His most romantic
moment was when he
once took a girlfriend
horseback riding. He is
looking for a woman with
a good personality, who
feels comfortable around
him, and has a positive
attitude about life. He
wants to be remembered
as a God fearing man
who was reasonable and
respectable.
If you are interested
In making his acquaintance e-mail
caffeyc@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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-1909- NAACP
founded by Ida
Wells Barnett,
W.E.B. Dubois,
William English
Walling, Henry
Moscowitz, Mary While
Ovington and Oswald
Garrison Villiard

Affirmative Action
March
February 7, 2003

OBSIDIAN BOOK LIST

" You Know better"- by Tina McElroy
This story takes place in the Georgia town of Mulberry.
It is based around an 18 yr old girl who is running wild
until A one weekend encounter with her grandmother a
respected community leader. Together they face the
repression of their lives and bond among their generational
divide.

-1913- President
Woodrow Wilson officially introduces segregation
in the federal government. NAACP launches
a public protest.

" The Justus Girls "- by Slim Lambright
This story begins during the childhood of four girls in the
1950's and 60's Growing up in west philly. This is the story
of their ground breaking drillteam, foster homes, church
beliefs, drag queens, and child abuse, which all end In
tragedy amongst the four girls lives.

-1915- NAACP protests
"Birth of a Nation"
-1939- Daughters of the
Revolution banned
Marion Anderson from
performing at
Constitution Hall. The
NAACP moves the concert to Lincoln Memorial,
where 75,000 were in
attendance.

" Soul Survivors " - by Destiny's Child
The autobiography of Destiny's Child look's deep into the
reasons behind a lot of their songs as well as other personal accounts.

" Who Shot Ya "- by Kevin Powell with photograpghy by Ernie Paniccioli
Ernie Paniccioli's photograpghy is thirty years in the
making. He took pictures of the graffiti art throughout New
York, stars like Grandmaster Flash to Lauryn Hill.
His art mirrors that of Gordon Parks when he captured the
civil rights movement, and James Van Der Zee when him
and his camera became apart of the Harlem Renaissance.
Paniccioli's pictorial diary of hip hop captures the movement in a way that is has never been seen before.

-1948- NAACP successfully lobbied President
Harry Truman to sign an
executive order banning
discrimination in the federal government.
-1955- NAACP member
Rosa Parks is arrested
and fined for refusing to
give up her seat on a
segregated bus in
Montgomery, Alabama.
This incident is most
often thought of as the
spark that started the
Civil Rights Movement.
-1960- In Greensboro,
North Carolina,
NAACP Youth council
members stage nonviolent sit-ins at segregated lunch counters.

Get Ya ReadOn!
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" Reaching Back " - by Nea Anna Simone
About a woman who finally finds courage and inspiration
to break her unhappiness. She marries a fair skinned husband hoping that it will bring her acceptance from the
upper class black community. To outsiders it looks as if she
has everything. Upon discovering a journal that gives
insight into the struggles of her great grandmother down to
her mother. It is this revelation which makes her realize
how She wants to raise her daughters.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BABY JJ
By: Dr. Manning Marabie
guest columnist

Several day's before last
month's national holiday celebrating
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr's birthday,
the Bush administration came out
forcefully against affirmative action
policies initiated at the University of
Michigan, which soon, will be under
Supreme Court review. To his credit,
Secretary of State Colin Powell
informed the media that he continued
to express " support for the policies
used by the University of Michigan."
Condoleeza Rice, Bush's
National Security Advisor unfortunately lacked Powell's integrity. She
at first claimed that she agreed with
her boss's ridiculous charge that
Michigan's policy of giving preferences to black and Latino applicants
who came from racially oppressed
communities is a "quota system."
Then in a series of contradictory
explanations Rice admitted that her
career had indeed "benefited from
affirmative action." She also
acknowledged that race could be a
"factor in university's admissions,"
but not to the extent used in the university of Michigan's admissions policies.
Compounding Bush's decision to oppose affirmative action was
his re-nomination of Charles W.
Pickering, Sr., of Mississippi, to the
federal appellate court. Pickering's
conservative history on racial issues,
such as his efforts as a judge to
reduce the sentence of a man convicted of burning a cross outside tha
home of an interracial couple , guarantee strong opposition to his ratification in the Senate. Given the
Republican Party's embarrassment

in the wake of Senator Trent Lott's
resignation late last year, why would
Bush seem to go out of his way to
alienate the African-American electorate? New York Senator Charles
Schumer spoke for many when he
informed the press, "I'm still scratching my head in amazement at that
they actually re-nominated him."
The controversies over both
affirmative action and Pickering's renomination led many columnists to
question the administration's commitment to civil rights. One of the most
thoughtful commentaries to appear
was by author Roland S. Martin,
which appeared in USA Today on the
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday.
Posing the question, how would King
have viewed Bush's rejection of affirmative action, Martin observed:
"President Bush opposes the
University of Michigan's admissions
program because he views it as a
quota system because of his family's
history at the Ivy League school.
That's right. Our own president is an
afarmetivB action baby."
Growmg up, little G.W. was at
bast a mediocre student. According
to New York Times columnist
Nicholas D Knstof, Bush was darned
admission to St. John's, an etite prep
school in the Northeast only because
"it wanted Texans to diversify it's student body, which was heavily from
the Northeast. In addition, using just
the kind of point system that Mr. Bush
now derides as quota's, Andover
gave George three extra points on a
20-point scale."
I think two points are crucial
here. First, Bush's "legacy" preference he received is "a higher per-

centage than a Michigan applicant
gets for being black." Second,
Bush's admission knocked out of
Andover another (probably white
male) student who had better
grades, and was better qualified than
he was.
The same pattern of mediocrity followed Bush into college. He
never made the honor roll at Andover
during his years in high school. His
Sat cumulative scores in verbal and
math were about 150 points below
the median scores of students admitted in his class at Yale. Martin asks
the logical question, "Maybe Bush
should ask himself whether someone
with better grades was denied a
chance to get into Yale" because he
was selected. 'If so, would he consider switching places with him or
her today? "
H Martin Luther King, Jr.
MM with ue today, ha would proaabty describe the Bush administration's racial strategy aa " sym»ato mithmui atamttanta.' King
would certainly applaud Bush's
appointments of black's in high level
administrative positions, such as
Powell and Rice. He would have
commented the president's criticism
of Lott's outrageously offensive statements, celebrating Strom
Thurmond's 1948 presidential campaign on the Dixiewat segregation
ticket. But King would deplore and
condemn the administration's ugly
pandering to racist, conservative
extremists in our country by falsely
describing "preferences" as "quotas."
As a result, there is a growing system of racial apartheid in
American higher education, where

African-American and Latino students in increasing numbers are concentrated in third-tier schools. The
report notes that of the 30 non-historically black institutions that
enrolled the largest number of black
students, 23 grant only associate
(two-year) degrees and only 3 are
research universities. "By contrast,"
of the 30 colleges with the largest
numbers of white students, 26 are
research universities, and only two
offer only two offer only two-year
degrees. In effect, the educational
gap between the races is widening.
Southern universities today are more
racially segregated and have lower
percentages of black students than
twenty years ago.
King might say today that a
defense of affirmative action in higher education isnot a defense of "quotas"; it is a defense of affirmative
opportuinity. It is a defense of greater
educational fairness. As Roland
Martin observed, most AfricanAmerican students "weren't able to
write on their applications that they
were a legacy' that of racism and
Jim Crow - didn't allow their parents
and grandparents to have the same
educational opportunities as their
white counterparts." King would ask
us, what kind of American society do
we realty want ? A racially divided
society, with growing educational,
income, and health inequalities
between racial groups? Or can we
dream of a democratic society that
takes affirmative action to reduce
educational disparities that takes
meaningful steps to create genuine
diversity and opportunities for all?

NUYORICAN POET SHAGGY FLORES
By Bridgette D Thomas

A MAN ON A MISSION; NEVER A BREATH WASTED
Each time I conducted a conversation with Jaime Flores better known
as Shaggy Flores both on
Wednesday February 5th and
Thursday Feb 6th it was an enjoyable and mind jogging experience.
This seemed to also be the sentiment of all who received a chance to
speak with him which was anyone
who desired to. As a Hartford
Conneticut 2000 National Slam
Team member, a graduate of
Umass with a bachelor's degree in
African Diaspora, and a book entitled
"Sancocho" meaning latin stew ;
Flores travels across the country performing poetry and lecturing at colleges. African Diaspora involves the
concepts of the voluntaty and involuntary movement of a cultural identity abroad based on origin and social
condition, and the psychological or
physical return to the homeland ,
Africa. Upon conversating with him
you almost feel as if you've known
him for years for he is a very humble
and open individual. I first realized
this when myself and seven other
committee members of SMART who

took part in organizing "Shaggy
Flores," A Night Of African American
and Latino Culture, received a
chance to have dinner with him
Wednesday night once he arrived
around 7:00 pm at Paglia's on main
street.
Once everyone sat comfortably
with the pizza of their choice from
the buffet there were a few akward
moments of silence but not for long.
Topics discussed ranged in content
from politics, family and community,
to simply encouraging a few of us to
continue on with our endeavors on
campus richly rooted in uplifting the
black community. After the conversation flowed smoothly over dinner
amongst the group it seems we
picked up right where we left off the
next morning around 10:00 am this
time with a smaller group over breakfast in the Bowen Thompson Student
Union. This is where the first
attempt at an Obsidian interview fell
through but not because Flores was
unwilling but simply because we all
just seemed to "click" and have so
much to talk about. Our table

received a visit from professor R.S.
Heath who has also performed in
Slam competitions. Flores quickly
agreed to walk to Heath's class literature of black nationalism with Editor
in Chief Samantha Sims in order to
share some of his insight on the
topic. I was told soon after that he
captivated the class with his knowledge and down to earth spirit just as
he had been doing ever since he
had arrived. I now knew that this
event would be something worthwhile something I would definitely
remember.
The evening which we had all
been patiently awaiting rolled around
quickly. From about 7:00 pm to 7: 45
food and beverage was served buffet
style and people mingled. Luis(
) and Lynette Roberson were the
MC's for the event. Soon after The
Africana Dance Troop put on a very
energetic 15 minute performance.
Flores would open up his performance also very energetically with a
poem. He mixed it up a lot between
lecture and poetry. The content of
his lecture mostly dealt with the state

of community that African Americans
and Latino's face these days. He
aims at unifying the two minority
groups. He did not conduct the "standard" lecture that people are used to.
Flores has the ability to step down a
level and become one with the crowd
that he is speaking to. He performed
about four poems one was entitled
"El Bochinche(gossip) de Rikki Lake"
(Emergency Dialing 911 ) which
mocked the dysfunction of 911 and
gossip of the streets at the same
time. He also performed a poem
called "To Ride" an intimate poem
dedicated to his wife that had all the
females in the place blushing. Flores
ended with a question and answer
session and then he sold and signed
his book, as well as a Latin jazz CD,
and a spoken word CD with a collaboration of poets featured. Following
the Shaggy Flores segment there
was an open mic session where
many BG poets also received a
chance to floss there talent in which
Flores remained present for.
Finally around 11:00 I received my
much anticipated interview at
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-1965-Voting
Rights Act is
passed. Amidst
threats of violence, NAACP
still manages to
register more than
80,000 voters in the
Old South.
-1982- NAACP registers more than
850,000 voters and
thru its protests prevents President
Ronald Reagan from
giving a tax break to
the racially segregated
Bob Jones University.
-1985- NAACP leads
a massive antiapartheid rally in New
York.

USG IS NOT FOR ME
What should the student
body expect from USG?
The issue of Affirmative
Action and its' alleged discriminatory practices against nonminority students has been at
the top of agenda's everywhere.
Rally's and Marches are being
organized at various
Universities, President Bush
along with the White House
administration have voiced their
stance, and even Collin Powell
has stepped up and voiced his
opinion. The nation as a whole
has recognized the significance
of this battle between two students and the University of
Michigan; and the fact that it will
affect the entire country. The
outcome of this case will undeniably make an impression in history whether it be for better or
for worse. Racially and politically, the case of Affirmative Action
at the University of Michigan has
substantial significance- so why
does our Undergraduate Student

-1991- Avowed racist
and former Klan
leader David Duke
runs for Senate in
Louisiana. He is
defeated by an eightyShaggy cont. from page 14
six percent black
voter-turnout.
Founders Hall where Flores rested his head for his two day visit
-1997- NAACP
toBG.
launches "Stop the
B.T.- What programs have
Violence, Start the
|you implemented ?
Love" campaign in
S. F. - An after school youth
response to the viobrogram where I taught history
lence among youths. culture, politics, and graphic
design in order to teach comput-2000-The largest
er technology. There is an
national Black voter
African Diaspora Library that I
turnout in twenty
named after my mother that conyears.
tains 4- 500 books. Dark Souls
Collective is a collegiate pro-2001-Cinncinnati
gram that got started because
riots. Development of there was nothing like it in the
Five-Year Strategic
Dlack community. The program
Plan.
las 8-9 artists, and poets. My
-Beyond- The NAACP man Bonafied is the founder.
continues to thrive,
Then there was the urban arts
with the help of every- project that celebrated hip hop
one regardless of
culture and brought in fame like
race.
the rock steady crew and some

Government a.k.a. USG not find
it important enough to include in
their agenda? When
approached about the issue,
USG president Sarah Saccany
responded that the issue was
"too political" for USG to take a
stance or even become involved
with. Saccany felt that the issue
was of little relevance to the
Senate and had no relation to
the University and its students.
Its somewhat of a disappointment that USG was not concerned with the issue or about
being educated on the issue.
However, had it not been for
Affirmative Action, Bowling
Green would be even less
diverse then it is presently; and
ironically, there would be no
female USG president.
In efforts to enlighten the Senate
on Affirmative Action, a speaker
was "scheduled" to come in to
the Senates' general assembly
meeting Monday February 4th
by Chief of Staff, Iris Resendez.

But after hearing from Honor
students/representatives the
entire open forum, no time was
left for anything else. At the previous meeting Resendez shared
facts about Affirmative Action
that were not respectfully
regarded by the Senate. When
she sent a petition around in
support of Affirmative Action few
signatures were on the sheet by
the time it had reached half of
the Senate. Every week various
flyers, sign-up sheets, and
Dance Marathon donation
sheets circulate the Senate and
are eagerly received. What does
this say to the minority student
body? That whether it be by
fault of our own or theirs, we are
truly underrepresented in
USG; and they are cerntainly
not concerned with our
issues.
Fight back, attend meetings!
Monday at 7:30 in 113 Olscamp.
- the OBSIDIAN staff

of the best b-boys that ever
lived. We had the Tats Crew
from New York who specialize in
murals of the deceased create a
Diaspor mural at Umass. The
mural tells the story of the
African descendants, from them
getting off of the ship, to the
slave master's getting taught is
at the bottom. On the top the
civil rights movement is depicted. At the center of the mural is
an African American woman with
her arms outstretched and she
has tears in her eyes. She represents strength she is the center of the black community. The
mural is dedicated to Innis
Cosby. Ran a black newspaper
called Nomo at Umass.
B.T. - What are some components that make movements
successful?
S.F.- Well trained real leaders,

long term as opposed to reactionary members, youth leaders
under 25 to be effective on
boards because older people
won't sacrifice and proper funding. " You need to be able to
take money that you have within
that movement and recycle it."
"You need people that call you
out on your shit in the organization."
B.T.- What about the woman's
role in the community ?
S.F.- "Women are the community." The real men know to step
aside, women need to stop letting men dictate policy." Men are
perpetrators, as leaders they
can't lead. Minority men are
often raised by factors such as
father missing, mother's spoiling
them and babying them or the
mom is bitter at men."
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The University of Louisvile banned
Dateline News is reportedly planning a show following Michael all credit card solicitors from their camJackson's face changes over the last 44years it will be entitled pus after a credit card campaign sponsored by bank one gave away racially
Michael Jackson Unmasked "
offensive T- shirts that showed a black
He is beginning to mirror those monkeys that he keeps
couple , and read "10 reasons why beer
is better than a black man." Given to stuDino Conner a member of H- Town In October 1966 Bobby dents once they signed up for the credit
was killed on Tuesday January 28th Seale and Huey
card.
when his vehicle flew off an embank- Newton formed the in
In 1847 Frederick Douglass begins
Oakland,
ment into the Houston River.
California.They named publication of the North Star, an antislavery newspaper.contributing to his break
the new organization
with white abolitionist leader William
after the emblem adoptLloyd Garrison, publisher of The
ed
by
the
Lowndes
Angela Davis once a member of the
Liberator
County
freedom
organiBlack Panther Party was born in
zation
in
Alabama.
They
Birmingham, Alabama on January
26th, 1944. The area where the family were initially formed to Blacks became the majority at
lived and became known as Dynamite protect local communi- Garfield High in 1962 as 51 percent of
Hill because of the large number of ties from police brutality the student population- a first at Seattle.
The school district average is 5.3%.
African American homes burned by and racism.
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Actress/rapper Queen Latifah has recently
been nominated for an Oscar for best supporting actress for her portrayal as "moma"
in the movie Chicago.

The Cincinatti Bengals hired Marvin
Lewis to be head coach making him
the third African American to become
head coach in the N. F. L.

Medgar Evers, NAACP leader,
is murdered June 12th as he enters his
home in Jackson Mississippi.

In 1915 Jack Johnson, the first black
heavy weight champion of the world
loses the title to Jess Williard "the
great white hope" in 26 rounds in
Havana. Rumors claim he lost to avoid
legal trouble.

A dutch ship
with 20
African
American
slaves arrives
at James
town 1619

In 1870 Joseph
Hayne Rainey is the
first black
Elected to the U.S.
House of
Representatives.
This congressman
from South- Carolina
will
Enjoy the longest
tenure of any black
during
Reconstruction.

Two people were
killed in 1962 when
a riot broke out at
James Meredith,
when the first black
was enrolled at the
university.

Martin Luther King
Jr. is assassinated
in Memphis,
Tennessee unleashing violence in more Malcolm X is murdered Feb21, 1965.
than 100 cities.
Three men are convicted of his murder.

In 1517 the black plantation begins in
the New World when Spaniards begin
importing slaves from Africa to replace
Indians who died from harsh working conditions and exposure to disease.

Wallace Fard founder of the
Back in 1862 future US conNation of Islam movement Chris Tucker will host
gressman Robert Smalls
the 33rd annual
disappears in 1934. Elijah
and 12 other slaves seize conNAACP Image Awards
Muhammad takes over
trol of confederate armed
frigate in Charleston harbor.
In 1772 Jean Baptiste Point Du Sable builds a fur
They turn it over to a Union
trading post on the Chicago river at Lake Michigan.
naval
squadron blockading the
Its success leads to the settlement that later becomes
city.
the city of Chicago.

The Space Shuttle
Colombia exploded over
Texas. On February 1st.
All seven astronauts are
reported dead

Lebron James has been declared
ineligible for the rest of his basketball
season at St. Vincent Saint Mary after
reportedly receiving two retro sports
jerseys from a clothing store for free.
Didn't he know the world was waiting
for him to mess up ?
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